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SUMf:TARY. 
This thesis set out to improve on previous methods of digital 
control of a three phase fully controlled thyristor bridge, 
using phase control of the thyristors, and to use this bridge 
for the purpose of controlling the speed of a separately 
excited D. C. machine, under the supervi Si on of a small digi ta~r---. __ 
computer. Interfacing equipment for this purpose was designed 
and built • 
Various methods of speed detection were considered, and a 
simtJle digital ta.chometer designecJ and built. This tachometer 
was able to feed a digi t8.l number, related to the spe•?d of the 
machine, to the computer, and was accurate to better than 1%. 
A direct digital control system was then inulemented. The 
behaviour of the system vva.s first studied under open loop 
conditi6ns in order. to determine the parameters of the system, 
and to discover any shortcomings in it. 
The behaviour of the closed loop system was then studied, using 
z-transform a.na.lysis, at ::.ampling ra.tes of from twice to eight 
times the natural frequency of the ma.chine. Initially, the 
computer was used as an integre.l controller. The behaviour 
of the mathematical model was compared to that of the actual 
system, and the correlc.tion found to be very good. 
The control system was then compenf'e.ted, using compensation 
routines based on the z-transform analysis, and the behaviour 
of various compensated systemsstudied at sampling rotes 
varying from 0,4 to 1 second. Again, the actual system 
response was found to correspond closely to the designed 
behaviour. 
Finally, a dual-machine cotitrol system, on a time sharing 
basis, - was implemented, and a. degree of interrelation between 
the spe.:-ds of th·2 two ma.chines introduced. 
.__ 
The control algorithms developed were able to provide speed 
control to better than l~ accuracy, with a 51 or less 
overshoot in the step response, ~ delay of one sampling 
period but no overshoot in the ramp response, and satisfactory 
beha.viour under load transient conditions. The time, and 
memory, utilization was such that such algorithms could be 
extended tti the control of several machines, using the 
single computer, if sufficient input and output facilities 
were a.vailable. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION. 
1.1. INTRODUCTION TO DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL. 
The development of the digital computer has led, inevitably, 
to its playing an increasingly important role in the field 
of control. Computers have been used in several varying ways 
in cont-rolling industrial processes, the three most common 
being: (l) 
(i) Control of set points, the actual process concerned 
being controlled by conventional analogue feedback 
methods. 
{'ii) Direct digital control, where the computer acts as 
an integral part of the feedback system. 
(iii) :Modelling techniques, where the behaviour of the 
system under consideration is compared to that of a 
mathematical model, and appropria,te action is taken 
by the controller. 
The process, or "mini" computer, is probably best suited to 
the second category, and it is this type of control which was 
the subject of this thesis. 
Direct digital control has been used fairly· extensively in the 
Chemical Engineering industry for some time ( 2 ,3), and in 
applications where slow time constants faci:ii tated rela.ti vely 
slow sampling times (of the order of 1 second or more.(3)) 
Obviously, to be economical, the computer used in process 
control must be able to control several loops or processes, so 
that the time to execute a control algorithm and the time 
between samples become important considerations • 
• 
In 1963, Klock and Schoeffler (3) put forward the following 
advantages -0f direct digital control: " .~. lower capital 
investment by replacing many a,nalogue controllers and recorders 
with one time-shared D.D.C. computer; better control, because 
/ •• each •• 
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each controller parameter can be changed over a wider range 
than can the corresponding parameter of an analogue controller, 
and in addition the control parameters are non-interacting ••• 
and can be varied in a much smoother manner; stra:i,ghtforward 
data logging because the desired data is present in a single 
location, in digital form, and may easily be printed out •••• 
(here the time between samples would once age.in be important) 
• • • ; ease o:f comr.:mnication with a general purpose digital 
computer which need not be tied up lOOfc of the time on the 
process, but used only as needa:l by the Qperator; ease of 
automatic start-up and shut-down by a general purpose computa:-
communicating with the D.D.C. computer; and potentially improved 
control algorithms, such as non-interacting control, non-linear 
control, a.na the like." 
All of these advantages a:re clearly equally va.lid for electrica.l 
systems having faster time constants, and therefore faster 
sampling rates, provided that a sufficiently large number of 
machines.or systems can be controlled simultaneously. The 
work done for this thesis considered the time-shared control 
of two machines (see chapter 8), and this can, in theory, be 
considera.bly extended using the algorithms developed. 
1.2. D.D.C. AP"DLIED TO THYRISTOR DRIVEN MACHINES. 
In 1969, Fallside and Jackson C4) fir~t proposed a system for 
the direct digital control of a three phase thyristor'bridge 
providing a source of D.C. power (fig. 1.1). 
A L L FI G .. 1.1 
THPlEE PHASE THYRISTOR 
BRIDGE. 
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The thyristor is a device ideally suited to digital control, 
particularly when used in phe.se control applications. It 
win: conduct current provided thqt the cathode-anode voltage 
is positive, and provided that a signal is present at the 
gate (5). It will then continue to conduct until the current 
through it drops to zero. For single phase applications, 
phase control is achieved by delaying the gate signal by a 
dei~i.y angle 9 after the cathode-anode voltage has passed through 
zero, going positive (fig. 1.2). 
f"I G. 1.2 
SINGLE PHASE WAVE. 
THYRISTOR CONDUCTS OVER 
CROSS-HATCHED PORTION. 
This principle can be extended to three phase applications, 
provided the.t no attempt is made to switch on a thyristor until 
the voltage across it exceeds the previous phase voltage, as 
it will not conduct until this occurs (fig. 1.3). 
· FIG. 13 
THREE PHASE WAVE. 
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Details of the switching arrangements for the thyristors are 
given in chapter 2. 
As the control system wa.s initially envisaged and implemented, 
(4, 6 ,7i the computer itself carried out the waveform cross-
over detection, countdown firing angle dela.y, selection of the 
appropriate thyristor and provision of a firing pulse to the 
gate trigger circuit. This was clearly extremely time 
consuming, and problems were introduced when a delay of more 
than 60° w2.s required (if this was so, an additional cross-
over would occur during a countdovm routine) (?). 
It was therefore decided to construct an external local memory 
to store the firing angle delay set by the computer, and to 
perform the crossover detection, countdown detection and 
production of a firing pulse to the requisite thyristor. 
interface designed was an improvement on a previous model 
and is fully discussed in chapter 2. 
The (7) 
, 
Pt-evious models made use a analogue feedback models (7). This 
thesis introduced the use of a digital tachometer for the pro-
vision of a speed feedback s~gnal. The problems and advantages 
which this introduced are discussed in chapter 3. 
It is of interest to note that most D.D.C. systems in practice 
appear to ma.ke use of a stands.rd three term algorithm, 
containing terms for proportional, derivative a.nd integral 
control (l, 2 ,3). The use of tYre z-transform and z-transform 
analysis (see chapter 5), suggested various other algorithms. 
these were implemented and their effect on the control system 
studied. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
DEVELO:PtIBNT OF THE THYRISTOR FIRING INTERFACE. 
2.1. INTRODUCTION. 
The interface was required to store a. binciry number corres-
ponding to the re qui red firing angle dela:y, a.s given out by 
the computer. The countdown was to be initiated a,fter a 
crossover point had been detected, and on conclusion of the 
count a firing pulse was to be given out to the correct 
thyristor. 
It was decided for simplicity to use a different binary counter 
for each phase, as opposed to the previous system(?), where 
only two counters were used, but where a,ddressing and delay 
problems were encountered. 
A block diagram of the interface for ea.ch phase is shown in 
fig. 2.1. 
FIG. 2.1 
COMPUTER 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 
FIRING INTERFACE. 
LOCAL 
MEMORY 
CROSSOVER DELAY 
MAINS---,.--~ DETECTION i-----tCOUN TER 
2. 2. CROSSOVER" DETECTION. 
FIRING 
i----1 
CIRCUIT 
THYRISTOR 
1----LOAD 
BRIDGE 
It was seen from fig. 1.2.that no thyristor should be switched 
on before the voltage ~cross it exceeded that of the previous 
ph~se, i.e. the vol ta,ri:e of the particule.r pha,se had tq have a 
/ •• phase •• 
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phase displacement of 30• before being switched on, and could 
be controlled until its phase angle res.ched 150°, when its 
voltage would in turn be exceeded by the voltage of the next 
phase. Thus control of the firing angle would be possible 
3 0 . 0 0 ( from · 0 to 150 , a range of 120 , It should be remembered 
that the thyristor will conduct until the current through it 
drops to zero, i.e. at least until the angle reaches 180°, but 
0 
that once the phase angle passes 150 , no more control is 
possible.) 
It was therefore neces~~s.ry for the crosi:'over detection system 
to introduce a delay of 30° after the phase voltage concerned 
had passed through zero before any countdovm firing routine· 
could begin. This was possible in three ways: 
(i) By software means, i.e. detect the phase voltage zero 
crossing, and include a count of 30° in every firing 
angle set. Such a system would result in s. loss of 
accut'acy, since now 150° would have to be quantised, 
30 ° of which, or 1/5, could never be subdivided. In 
addition, noise might be a pt'oblem here, as the mains 
waveform, containing the tt'ansients caused by the 
switching of the other thyristors, would be samnled 
for crossover detection, and spurious zeroes might 
well be detected. 
(ii) By detection of the actual crossovers, i.e. use of 
comparators between every two sets of voltages. This 
system would require six comparatively expensive 
comparators, and again switching transients would 
create serious problems. 
(iii) By introducing a phase shift of 30 ° in the ·waveform 
and detecting a zero crossing in the phase shifted 
waveform. This would suggest the use of a phs.se 
shifting transformer, the use of which would also 
introduce the advantage of isolation for the detection 
circuit. 
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The final system selected utilized a delta-star transformer to 
feed the thyristors, and a del ta.-del ta. tra.nsf ormer to feed the 
logic circuits (S) (fig. 2.2). Fig.·2.4a shows the phase shift 
of 30°, so that a zero crossing of the phase shifted waveform 
corresponds to a crossover point on the waveform feeding the 
thyristors. 
450v 
MAINS 
50v TO DETECTORS 187v TO THYRISTORS 
rlG. 2.2. TRANSFORMER CONNECT I ON S 
The signal was amplitude limited by putting it across a back-
to-back diode pa.ir, squared by a Schmitt trigge-r circuit and 
then inverted (fig. 2.3). The waveforms thus obtained are 
shown in fig. 2.4b. 
1K 10K 
15K 
-5v 
FIG. 2.3. 
LIMITING AND SQUARING CIRCUIT. 
S - SCHMITT OUTPUT 
s- INVERSE OF SCHMITT. 
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Fig. 2.4 (opposite) 
Fig. 2. 4a. 
Three phase waveform (above) with displaced phase 
voltage below. Note that a zero of the displaced 
voltage corresponds to a crossover point of the mains 
vol ta.ge. 
• 
Fig. 2.4b. 
Squaring process of interface. 
Waveforms are: ( i) Transformer output vol ta.ge (15v r. m. s. ) 
(ii) Limited voltage (l,4v peak to peak) 
(iii) Schmitt Trigger output (5v) 
Fig. 2.4c. 
Firing Interface waveforms. 
Waveforms a.re: ( i) Schmitt Trigger output. 
(ii) Gating flip-flou output. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Counter flip-flop output. 
Firing Circuit enable pulses. 
All voltages are of 5v amplitude. 
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2.3. THE DELAY cnUNTER. 
The delay counters consist ed of a number of D-type flip-
flops connected to give a down-counting ring counter ( 9 ). 
The Schmitt trigger output , and its inverse for each phase, 
were fed into a n integrat i n g circuit, consi s ting of a 
resistor and capacitor in series tied to the 5v rail, in order 
to produce a negative g oing voltag e spike every time the 
voltag e i n question went t o zero. A dio de in e a ch network 
prevented positive spikes . These spikes triggered the preset 
termina l of a D flip-f l op, setting its Q output high. This 
output was gated with the output of a free running rnultivibrator 
(fig. 2.5), who s e f requency was adjusted s o that 2 56 pul ses 
could be coun ted in 120° of a mains cycle (i.e. to allow for 
an 8 bit setting of t h e f i ring angle, since 28=256) 
The period of the A. M.V. was thus (1/3 x 20) + 256 ~26fAsecs. 
(10) The A. M.V. was designed u sing conventiona l methods • 
5v 
1K 
BC 107 
FIG . 2.5 . 
AST ABLE 
M U LT I V I 8 RAT 0 R. 
Each c ounter h a.d two such gates , depending on which zero 
cross ing (i. e . positive-going or ne ga.ti ve-g oing ) was t aking 
place . The prescence of e ithe r serie s of pulses would set the 
counter g oing . 
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The counter had each CJ out put of its flip-flops connected to 
an 8 input NAND gate, the out put of which went low when the 
counter reached zero. The low pulse .wa s connect ed to the clear 
terminals of the gating f l ip-flops , s o a s to shut the gates 
when the count re a ched ze r o, by pulling the Q out puts of t hese 
flip-flo ps low. At t he same time, t his signal was a lso sent 
to a buffer inverter gate, which wa.s co t:cnected to the gates 
from the local memory (se e section 2. 4), .which gates fed the 
pre set and clear in~uts of the co unter fli p-flops, so that on 
the count re a ching zero, it was automatica lly re set to the 
count set up i n t he loca l memory, and wo uld be gi n to count 
again when one of the input gat es was reo pened. 
It wa s found necessa.ry to set all the flip-flops simult aneously 
to either high or low stat es on r e setting, as t h e ring counter, 
by its nature, would tend to propagate a high si gne.l, if its 
components were not being absolutely held either high or low, 
a s the conditi ons r e quire d . 
The inverse of the 8 input NAND gate signal was a lso g::i ted with 
either the Schmitt trigger signal or it s inverse, to give a 
negative :pulse to one of s ix r.r.m. V. 's re qui r ed to pul s e the 
firing circuits. (See section 2.5). 
The wa.vef orms of t he delay counter a.r e sho vvn in fi g . 2 . 4c, while 
fig. 2.6 shows t he delay counter and its a s socia.ted logic. 
FIG. 2.5 . SCHEMATIC OF DELAY COUNTER AND LOGIC . 
5v 
33 K 
-
470pF L1 L1 L2 L 2 Le La 
s f---i >---'---~~~~-t 
p~ 
c'----' 
AMV I ~ ~ I I S v D Q -I L-
--""' L-
~ ~ ·~ 3 3K 147 0 pF 1 r-1 ~ s I . 11--N p 
-c 
I I E- H I 
I 
-~--t MM VI----' I 1MM V1 I I 
P OS NEG 
I I 
1--' 
1--' 
I 
TO FI R IN G 
CIRC UITS 
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2. 4. THE LOCAL ME~10RY . 
This consisted of two Quad Latches. These h a ve the charac-
teristic that t he output of e s.ch l a tch will follow its 
input, if the clock inpi.:t of the chip (he rea.fter referred to 
as the strobe), i s high. , If the strobe input is low, the 
output of t h e l at ch holds the value which t h e input ha.d when 
the strobe went low (9). 
Thus eight bits, or lines , of data, as well a s a strobe line 
were required to be fed by the compute r to the interface. Each 
of these lines h a d to be a ble to held eithe r high or low ( s ee 
~ection 4.1). The out put s of the l at ches , a nd their inverses, 
were g ated into the preset and clea r input s r e spectively of the 
eight flip-flops constitut ing each counter. (11 - L8 and tl -
t 8 of figure 2.6) 
In order to reduce the no i s e susceptibility of the interface, 
it was found nece s sary to invert the input line signal to the 
strobe. It was ob served t hat , des pite the f a ct that the 
g round of the i nterf a ce wa s solidly e a rthed, the strobe wh en 
held low tended to go slightly high, caus i n g the setting to 
alter spuriously. If the line wa s norma lly hi gh, 8nd only 
pulsed low, this tendency was reduced. The only extra 
. require me n t was as additi onal inverter, as cle a rly the l a.tch 
itself functioned as d escribed above , a lthough the logi c of ire 
line fr om the coBputer mi ght be altered. 
2.5. THE FIRING CIR CUITS . 
The actua l firing circuits use d were on a s tandard module 
developed by Mr. J. Chapma n of the Electrical Engineering 
D~partment, U.C.T. The pr ovided effe ctively D.C. tri gg e ring 
to the thyri s tors , thus ena bling the m to be fired into highly 
inductive loa ds ( see sect i on 4.2). 
The input s to the firing circuits we re the outputs of the six 
l\I . M.V.' s , ga t e d with an additi onal e nable sig n c:i.l, which, if 
/ •• pulled •• 
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pulled low, wo uld cut off the firing pulses and thus switch 
the machine off irmnediately, should thi s be r e qui red. (Line 
E in fig. 2. 6) 
The M. 1\1 .V. pul se lengths had to be sufficient to fire t he 
thyristors until co ~nr..mtation had t aken pl a.ce a.nd, a.s t his would 
occur at most after 60° or 3,3 msecs, it was fo und tha t a 
pulse length of 5 msecs wa s ample. The M. M.V.'s used were 
integrated circuit ty pes, and this pulse width was obtained 
using external timing resistors of 22K.Qand capacitors of 
(11) 0 ,33fF. 
2. 6. cornmNT . 
The interfa ce thus constructed was found to give com )lete 
cont rol to the firing circuits over the full r ange of 256 bits, 
or 6,?msecs, i.e. a. delay vs.riation, over the full pos s ible 
0 
range of 120 , of 26 psecs. 
Because of the fa.ct t hat t he logic for each phase wa. s indepen-
dent, no additional logic w2.s nece ssary to select the thyristor 
corresponding to a particul ar phase. 
Fig. 2.7 shows the comDle t ed interface. 
FIG. 2.7. 
PHOTOGRAPH OF THYRISTOR 
FIRING INTERFACE. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
DEVELOPI/IENT OF THE DIGITAL TACHOMETER. 
3.1. I NTRODUCTION . 
A number of f a irly co mplex types of di gita l tachometer were 
considered (l 2 ,l3,l4 ). However, since me a surement of 
acceleration wa s not required, and since at that stage 
extreme accuracy was not r equired, it was decided to design 
a siml)ler system. The t a. chometer fina lly de velo ped had a 
small time delay inherent in it s de s ign, a theoretical accuracy 
of 0,1% and an a ctua l accuracy of greater than 1%. 
3. 2. THE TACHOI',1ETER. 
Two poss ible methods of measuring spe e d digital l y were con-
sidered. Both were based on t he principle of a hole or slot 
in a disc nroducing a pul s e when light wa.s applied to a photo-
sensitive device t hr ough the slot or disc. These were: 
(i) To count a number of pulses produced by slots or 
holes in the disc in a fixed time period. This 
would require a d isc with a l a r g e number of slots 
in order that the s ampling time at all re a listic. 
This would have led to problems of accuracy in the 
ma chining of the disc. 
(ii) To count the number of pulses a t a fixed (high) 
frequency produce d in bet ween a small numbe r of 
slots i n a disc, i.e. a v a ri a ble time, fixed dis-
pla cement system . This was the system a dopted. 
Clea rly, the minimum count t hat c ould be a ccumuL·ted would 
occut' at maximum s pe ":·d, which was to be in the r ang e 1200 -
1500 r.p.m. To g ive a 0,1% a.ccut'a cy, this count should be at 
least 1000. Since 1024 ~ 210 , at least a ten bit binary 
counter would be required. 
At t h e lo wer end of the spe e d r a n g e to be measur ed, the co unt 
would clearly be larger, tending to infinity a t low speeds. 
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Thus the first obvio us drawba ck of the pro pose d system 
presents itself - there has to be a lowe r limit to the speed 
which ca n be me a sured, and ove rflo w logic must be provided 
to detect when the spe C' d is less t han this minimum. 
The minimum spe ed specified for control pur poses in this 
inst ance was 300 r. p . m. Clearly, addit i onal bits would be 
require d to me a sure speeds below the maximum. If an a dditiona l 
two bit s were added, t h is would g ive a r a n g e of spe eds u p to 
4 times the minimum, a.t t h e prescribed a.ccura.cy. As it was 
not anticipated tha t test s would be run much above even 1000 
r.p.m., the range 300 - 1 200 r. p .m. wa.s s elected . Obviously, 
higher speeds could b e me a sured, albeit with reduced accura.cy, 
but lo we r spe 2ds could no t . 
The high frequency pulses weTe produce d by a lOOKH z crystal 
oscilla tor, the circuit of which is sho~m in fig. 3.1. 
FIG . 3 .1. 100 K Hz CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR. 
3,3K 
1000JJF 1,5K 
2,7K 1,SK 
The fr eque ncy of this osc i llato r was measur e d as 99,955KHz. 
Thus, a t 1 200 r. p . m., 1000 pulEes wo uld be c o un t ed, e a ch pulse 
having a period of lOf se cs , i.e. t ime for 1000 pul ses wo uld 
be 10 mse cs. 
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Now, a disc a t 1200 r. ~ .m. would rot a te 0nce in 50 mse cs, 
i.e. in 10 mse cs, it would rot a te 1/5 of a revolution. Thus 
five slots would be required. 
Then a.t the lowest S"_9 e e d r ead, i.e. 300 r. p . m., a count would 
be a ccumulated in 40 msecs, or r eset ev e ry 80 ms e cs, using the 
system pro posed. This time l ag was sma ll enough in compa rison 
with the time const a n ts of the machine (appendix 3) or ~ven the 
sampling times u se d for the closed loop system ( se ction 6.1), 
and therefore deemed acceptable. 
The disc used i s shown in fig. 3.2. 
FIG . 3 .2 . 
PHOTOGRAPH OF T ACH 0. 
DISC . 
The pulses of light we re produced by a phototra.nsistor (l5) 
de signed to sa.turc.te whe n lie;ht wa.s shone on it through a slot 
in the disc. The phototra.nsi s tor pulse s were t h en squs.red in 
a Shmi tt tri gger circ uit , as shovm in fi g . 3. 3. 
The squared phototra n s istor pulses were use d to switch a D 
flip-flo p alterna tely on a nd off. The output of t hi s flip-
flo p wa s gat ed v ith the o s cilla tor pul s es into a 1 2 bit D 
fli p-flop ri pple count~r ( 9) with overflo w lo gic. 
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FIG. 3.3. 
iK 
PHOTO'TRANSISTOR AND 
SCHMITT TRl~GER CIRCUIT. 
~...- ,22).IF 3 3 
The action of the gate flip-flop being switched off trig~ered 
a. mon o s t a bl e mult i vi bra.tor for 70 !"-secs (ll), during which time 
the strobes of the l a tche s u s ed we re held low, setting the 
latches to the current co unt, while the fina l count was held 
in the counter (since the input gat e to the counte r was closed). 
The strobe line was gated with a line from the c omputer, so that 
the count could be restrained from resetting the latches if 
t hese were being s e nsed by the computer. 
A further M. r,'I . V. wo.s triggered for' 7 psecs by the first one 
r esetting. The inverse of this short pulse wa.s used to reset 
the counter to zero, a nd c ould be used to indica t e to the 
computer ths.t t h e c ount had been comple te d, if the speed was 
to be sampled asynchronous ly. 
The co unter and storage circuits are shovm ·schemat ica lly in 
fi g . 3 .4. 
Thus a t we lve bit count, plus an overflow indicator, could be 
inte rrogated by t he c omp uter , which , through simple a:rithmetic 
manipulation , could transfo rm the coun t to a.peed re a ding (see 
a ppendix 2 ). The wave forms obta ined fro m t h e log ic circuit 
are s h own i n fi g . 3. 5, while fig. 3. 6 e-hows the a ctual inter;. 
f ace . 
S.C HM ITT 
OUT PUT 
100 KHz 
INHIBIT 
FIG. 3 . 4 . SCHEMATIC OF 
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D 0 MMV ~ 
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[) 
,~ 
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DIGITAL TACHOMETER. INTERFACE. 
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2 M, 
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Pi P2 P:3 ~2 
12 BIT D FLIP-FLOP COUNTER 
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a, 02 03 012 
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LATCHES 
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Fig. 3.5 ( o ~posite) 
Fig. 3. 5a .• 
Digital tachometer c ounting waveforms. 
Waveforms a re: 
Fig. 3.5b. 
(i) Phototransistor pulses. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Square d pulses. 
Counter g gting flip-flop output. 
Counter flip-flo p out put. Note _ 
that this vol t a ge is held on for a 
short time aft e r the ga t e goes low. 
Digital tachometer reset logic waveforms . 
Waveforms a re: (i) Count e r ga ting flip-flop output. 
(ii) Monostable 1 output. While thi s is 
high, the count is held and trans -
ferred to the l a tches. 
(iii) Counter fli p-flo p output, showing the 
holding ef f e ct of mon ostable 1. 
Fig. 3.6 (o pposite) 
Photograph of di gital tachometer int erfa ce. 
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The inherent inaccuracies i n the ta ch omet c: r were mai nly 
cent red on the disc; t he accura cy of t he machining of the 
slots, and the eccentricity of the m6unting would both con-
tribute to t h e production of 11 t a cho ri pple", similar to t hat 
experienced fro m normal A.C. and D.C. t a chogenerators (?). 
However, noise wa s not a pro blem at all, despite the fact that 
no s pecial screening wa s provided for t he leads fro m the 
transistor to the int erface itself. 
Table 3.1. shows the results when suc cessive counts were logged 
by the co w:Juter at approxi ma.tely 1500, 1000 and 500 r.p.m. The 
test was ca r r ied out under open loop condit i ons , i.e. an angle 
was set and the _ppeed logged. For this re ason, the spe eds in 
column 1 of the table a.re approxima te. The count s shown are 
octal numbers. 
It can clearly be seen that t he numbers come in groups of 5, 
corresponding to the five possible gaps between slots on the 
disc. 
TABLE 3.1 
SPEED ( R . P . T1I.) COUNT % ACCURACY 
1500 1421 
1414 
1415 
1422 
1416 
1420 
1414 
1415 
1421 
1417 .38 
1000 2240 
2241 
2234 
2235 
2242 
2237 
2242 
2234 
2235 
2244 ,51 
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3. 3. cora,mNT. 
From table 3.1, it can be seen that an accuracy of better than 
1% could be expected, from a comparatively simple tachometer. 
This also serves to indicate that precautions would be 
necessary, under closed loop conditions, to allow for variations 
in speed readings due to ta~hometer errors. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
OPEN LOOP COr:I-PONENTS AND THEIR BEHAVIOUR. 
4.1. THE COMPUTER. 
The computer used for this thesis vu1s a Varian 620/i 18 bit, 
BK word machine (l6 ). The machine hc:.d as input/ output 
devices a teletype, high spe~'d paper tape punch and reader, 
and in addition 24 output and 24 sense lines. The output, or 
EXC lines could be individually set to a logical high or low 
sta.te by instructions in the computer progra.m, while the sense 
lines could be individually interrogated, under program control, 
and subsequent action determined by the logical state of these 
lines. 
A fa.cili ty for pa.ra.llel input and output of a comnlete word 
(i.e. 18 bi ts) of informa.tion, asynchronously or under progra.m 
control, known as the direct memory access facility, was also 
ava.ilable, but was not used for this thesis. 
An additional 8 interrupt lines were available. Detection of 
a low logic state on one of these lines causes the program 
under execution to be interrupted, and the program jwnps to a 
specified location to carry out a particular sub-routine asso-
. ciated with the interrupt line concerned. The ~ight lines 
have a system of priorities, eg. line 1 takes priority over 
line 2, etc. This facility m~s used to control the sampling 
rate of the me.chine under closed loop conditions (see chapters 
6 and 7) as well as to effect the time shared control of two 
machines (see chapter 8). 
4. 2. THE T 1-~RIS·roR BRIDGE AND MOTOR. 
The thyristors used were BTX47 1200R (l7), rated at 16a, 800v, 
with an RCA flywheel diode, rated at 18a, 600v. The flywheel 
di·::ide was found to be necessary (see section 4.4), although it 
is generally not considered essential for fully controlled 
/ •• thyristor •• 
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thyristor bridge applications. 
It has been suggested (l9) that a motor driven by a 3 phase 
thyristor bridge would display small vari8tions in speed, 
due largely to the di~continuous nature of the current supplied. 
For a~plications such as those considered for this thesis, 
this would clearly not be a satisfactory situation. Bingley 
( 20·) gives curves for the determimi.tion of a "critical induct-
ance" in order to ensure that the current t"emains continuous. 
In this case, an empirical method wa.s used to determine the 
size of the inductance required, based on the components 
available. It wa.s found, by viewing the current wa.veform on 
an oscilloscope trsce while the inductances ava,ilable were 
connected in turn in the circuit, that a.n inducta,nce of 0,2H 
would be adequete. 
In order to supnress voltage spikes, R-C snubber networks, 
consisting of a resistor of 10.n a.nd a ca,pa,ci tor of ,22pF, were 
connected in parallel with er1ch thyristor •. As shovm in section 
4.4, these tended to have a "ringing" effect with the inductance, 
leading to the build-up of considerable volt9ges across the 
choke, and were therefore removed. . It was felt that the thy-
ristors were sufficiently overrat2d for volta~e spikes not to 
be a serious dAnger. 
Overlo~d protection for each thyristor was provided by a 13a 
fuse. 
The motor driven was rated a.t 220v, 58a. This wa,s coupled to 
a load machine rated at 220v, l?a. However, the real current 
limitation was that imposed by the thyristors, and the ma.ximum 
(continutous) current was limited in all tests to 16a. 
The determination of the machine constants is discussed in ~c 
detail in ap~endix 3, as is the determination of the gain of 
the bridge. 
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The block diagram of the moter is shown in fig. 4.la, while 
fig. 4.lb shows the reduced block diagram and the actual 
values determined in appendix 3. 
Va 1/ Ra la 
-- Kr /- 1 • s T • 
Ea 
~ 
Ky 
10,2 
s 2 •4,6s•13,8 
4.3. INSTRUMENTATION. 
ll 
T ,_ 1 
Js 
w 
w 
FIG. 4.lb. 
FIG. 4.1o. 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 
SEPARATELY 
EXCITED MOTOR. 
REDUCED BLOCK DIAGRAM, 
SHOWING NUMERICAL 
VALUE$. 
Figure 4.2 shows the motor circuit, with the recording, 
monitorine and measuring instruments attached. 
GEN 
r:~~r---.-------
v 
_.,._......,A \---LJi~i?)~'\""' 
R 
FIG.4.2. 
MOT OR AND GENER AT 0 R CIR C U IT. 
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The voltages of points 1,2,3, and 4, with reference to point 
R, were taken;to operational amplifiers feeding an ultra-
violet recorder, to enable the waveforms of current, choke 
voltage, bridge output voltage and tachogenerator voltage to 
be recorded. (Voltage 1 was measured across a 30a shunt). 
The am-plifier for the tachogeneratoT voltage also fed a Hewlett 
Packa.rd 7005B X-Y recorder with externa.l time base. 
In addition, a C.R.O. was connected to monitor the current and 
voltage waveforms of the motor. 
4.4. OPEN LOOP CHARl1CTERISTICS. 
The purposes of the tests on open loop were: 
(i) To measure the constaDts of the machine (see appendix 3). 
(ii) To investigate the effects of the prescence or absence 
of the flywheel diode and R-C snubber networks on the 
thyristor bridge. 
fiii~ To test~the accuracy of the digital ta~hometer ( see 
section 3.2 and table 3.1). 
It ~la.s found that the be:Q:a.viou~ of the system under stea.dy -:·~ ~~, 
state or. positive step conditions did not depend on the 
prescence or absence of either the flywheel diode or the 
snub1)er networks. It wa.s also noted that under these conditions 
current was flowing at a.11 times. However, under negs.ti ve step 
conditions, the current was no longer c9nditions, and the 
effects of the di-0de and snubber networks had to be considered. 
Before considering the deta.ils of this beheviour, it is of 
intere~t to consider the steady state behaviour of the system. 
Fig. 4. 3 shows the wa.veforms, under steHdy e,ta te conditions of 
(from top) (i) bridge output voltage; (ii) current; (iii) spe~d 
(or tachogen~rator voltage); and (iv) choke voltage. The 
flywheel diode and the snubber networks were connected. The 
bridge voltage at the time was measured a.t 134v D. C., while the 
choke vol te.ge w2.s measured s.t 66v A. C. a.nd 5v D. C. 
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F" I G. 4. 3. 
STEADY STATE WAVEFORMS 
It can clearly be seen that as the instantaneous output 
voltage of the bridge drops below the back e.m.f. of the 
machine (a), the voltage across the choke reverses and adds 
BRIDGE 
OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE 
CURRENT 
CHOKE 
VOLTAGE 
to the input voltage, to try to maintain a balanced condition. 
When Vin once again exceeds the back e,m.f. {b), the choke 
voltage once apain reverses, and opposes this voltage. 
The size of the voltage swing on the choke would depend on the 
magnitude and degree of discontinuity of the bridge output 
voltage, i.e. at low voltages corresponding to large firing 
angles and hence a discontinuous voltage, the choke voltage 
/ •• can •• 
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can be expected to be fa:r higher than at. htcsh::s:peeds, where 
the output voltage is continuous and far smoother. 
Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b show the effect of a negative step on the 
system. In fig. 4.4a, the current falle fairly rapidly to 
zero (the current on this trace has been amplified for 
cla:r-i ty), as the voltage dt'o ps to its new setting, vihile the 
choke voltage rises to oppose this (pat't a on the trace). 
The current remains at zero until, at point b on fig. 4.4b, 
the averaae output voltage of the bridge exceedB the back e.m.f. 
of the motor (which he.s been superimposed over the bridge 
output voltar-e waveform), whereupon the current sta.rts to flow 
again. (Note that figs. 4.4a and b are not contiguous - as 
the spe·:?d trace shows, the entire trace is not shovm). 
The long period of zero current would seem to indicate that,.· 
for an extended period, the machine is incapable of control, 
while the excess inertial energy is dis~ipated. This was in 
fact found to be the case under closed loop conditions. 
·--. 
F'IG. 4.4 b. 
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The wa.veforu displ2ying 8.nomalous beh: viour and giving some 
cause for concern in fig. 4. ~ is the choke vol ta;:,e, shoirm exp-
anded in amplitude but on a smaller time scale in fig. 4.5. 
The la.rge a.mpli tude of this vol ta;f"e whil2 tha a.vere.ge current 
is zero (see fig. 4.6) indicates a large di/dt for small 
currents, which could. only be attributed to the snubber 
networks having a "ringing" effect with the choke. 
This is borne out by the tre.ceF shown in figs. 4.7 and 4.8, 
which show the trac~· :::· for a. negative step, without the snub be rs, 
with and without the flywheel diode. These traces illustrate 
the fact the.t the choke vol te.ge becarne fa:r smaller while the 
current was not flowing, a.nd serve to hir;hlie;ht the effects of 
the flywheel dioG.e. 
....... 
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TRACES OF BRIDGE VOLTAGE, 
CURRENT A.ND CHOKE VOLTAGE; 
WI TH FLYWHEEL .DIODE 
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SNUBBER NETWORKS 
A NEGATIVE STEP. 
FIG. 4.8. 
TRACES AS IN FIG. 4.7, 
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N_OTE 
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THAT CURRENT 
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FOR 
DIODE 
IS 
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The function of the flywheel diode is to prevent the voltage 
across the bridge from going negative. This it does by going 
into a conducting state whenever the instantaneous voltage 
falls below z~ro~ It therefore, (i) restricts the size of the 
spike produced a.c·coss the choke when the current switches off; 
and (ii) has the effect of causing the current to be turned on 
again sooner, since the average output voltage must be higher, 
for the sa.me f,i ring angle set [-.ing, if the instantaneous 
voltage cannot drop below zero. 
If it is accepted that, while the current is equal to zero, 
there cannot be any control, then clea.rly the prescence of the 
flywheel diode must improve the controlla.bili ty of the machine. 
This aspect is discussed further in section.6.4. 
The speed trace for a positive and negative step on no load is 
shown in fig. 4.9, while fig. 4.10 shows the same trace taken 
on load. Here it can be clearly seen that the negative step 
response· closely a.pproximates the positive response when the 
excess energy can be dissipated (in this case in the load), so 
that the current is only zero for a. short time • 
. 4. 5. COJi'.l\1ENT. 
From the tests mentioned above, the machine constants could 
be obtained (see appendix 3), so that a mathematical model 
of the closed loop system could be constructed. 
The tests al~:o served to. point out the difficulties which 
might be expected in trying to control this pa:rticula:r system. 
It could be concluded that, from a control point of view, the 
most satisfactory system would be one with a. flywheel diode 
and without any snubber networks (although in industria.l 
a.pplica.tions presuma.bly some other sort of surge suppression 
would be neceE"sa.ry), and preferably running on load·. 
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CHAPTER 5:. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE Z-TRANSFORM. 
5.1. INTRODUCTION. 
One of the significant differences between direct digital 
a.nd conventional ana.logue control systems is the fact that 
in a direct digital control system, such-as a comput~control 
system, there is no continuous flow of data. The operation ~ 
of the computer, by its very nature, involves sampling of an 
input (in this case speed), and the production of an output 
{.the thyristor firing angles), a.t discrete sampling intervals. 
Because of the extremely fast process time of the computer 
(cycle time for the machine used wa.s 1, 8 µ.secs), it can be 
assumed that, for sampling rates of the order of hundreds of 
milliseconds, the input and output processes occur simultaneous-
ly. 
The signifi ca.nee of sa.mpled da.t2. systems was summed up by 
Linvill ( 2l) in 1951 as follows: 
"If the sampling frequency in a system being supplied inter-
mittent data is high comparPd with the signal frequency a.nd 
to the critical frequencies of the systemf then the fa~t that 
the data are not sup.plie.d~·:continuously has no importa.nt 
imnlica.tions and the whole systeD behaves es2entia.lly as a 
continuous system. When the sampling frequency cannot be 
ma.de high enough for this to be true, quite clea:rly the system 
will not behave as a continuous system." 
The natural frequency of the machine used for this thesis 
(see appendix 3) wa.s approximately 0,5 Hz. Weehuizen (7), 
by using sampling frequencies of 8 Hz or more was able to 
analyse and simulate his system as a continuous system. This 
thesis set out to invettigate the control at lower sampling -
frequencies (1 - 3 Hz), and here the behaviour could no 
·longer be looked upon as continuous, although the sampling 
theorem was still being complied with. A study of sampled-data 
/ •• system •• 
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system analysis was therefot'e necessat'y in order to be able 
to model the behaviour of the system, and to ana.lyse its 
behaviout'. 
5. 2. DEVELOPi,IENT OF 'rHE Z-TRANSFORM. 
The eat'ly methods of sampled-data. system analysis (2l - 23) 
compared the sampling pt'ocess with the pt'ocess of amplitude 
modulation of the input signol, and performed the system 
analysis in the frequency domain. 
The conventional Lapla.ce transform approa.ch to the analysis 
of contt'ol systems was extended to that of sampled-do.ta 
control systems by the development of the z-transform <24 -27 ~. 
The z-transform may be defined as follows <28 >: 
The output of an ideal sampler when subjected to an input e(t) 
in defined as: 
GO 
e" (t) =n_~0e(nT)S(t-nT) •••••••• ~ •••••••• (5.l) 
whet'e J(t) is the Dirac delta function. 
This output can thus be looked upon a.s a. tra.in of inpul£.es 
whose t'especti ve impu]Ee strengths are equal to the ma.gni tude 
of e(t) at the cot'responding sampling instants t = nT (fig.5.1) 
e(t)----__,/ ____ e*(t) e(t) 
FIG. 5. 1. 
EFFECT OF SAMPLING. 
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It should be remembered that, according to the samaling 
theorem, the frequency of sampling must be at least twice 
the maximum frequency contained in the signal being samnled 
in order that no information be lest. 
The Laplace transform of e~(t) may be obtained as follows: 
0() 
~· -~s . 
= 0 e ( nT ) e •••• .o .•••••••• , •••• ( 5 • 2 ) n= E (s) 
Let z = eTs •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (5.3) 
·oo 
Then E (s) = E(z) = ;f;0 e(nT)z-n •••••••••••• (5.4) 
i.e. E(z) is the Laplace transform of e-tt(t) with s:: (l/T)ln(z) 
In general, any continuous function that has a Laple.ce tra.ns;.;;; 
form will also have a z transform. Thus a tran:::fer function 
of s will have a z transform, and the output C(z) when an 
input signal R(z) is applied to such a transfer function 
G(z) can be obtained by: 
C(z) = G(z)R(z) ••••••••••••••••••••••• (5.5) 
provided that it is the input signal r(t) that is being 
sampled. 
The time sequence corresponding to such a function C(z) can 
be derived by expanding C(z) as a power series in z-1 • Each 
term will then correspond to th~ tim~ function at a particular 
sampling instant. This fa.ct, v-vhile providing a comparatively 
simple method of deriving the time sequence, also serves to 
highlight one of the major drawbacks of the z-transform 
method of ana.lysis as origina.llv developed, namely that it only 
served to describe the behaviour of the system under consider-
ation at the instants of sampling. 
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5.3. THE MODIFIED Z-TRAN~FORM. 
The development of the modified z-transform ( 25,3l,32 ) 
helped to elimina.te the difficulty mentioned a.bove and con-
tributed to the more wid~spread use of the z-transform method 
of sampled-data system analysis. 
To quote Jury (j2 ): " •• with the advent of the modified 
z-transform method, the limitations of the z-transform method 
are completely removed and •••• it is now possible to design 
any sa.mpled-data control system to obtain all of the design 
information to complete analogy with continuous systems." 
The modified z-transform method ( 29) may be described by the 
delay of a continuous function by e. time dt, where d is 
non-integral. An integer n is chosen, such thRt it is the 
next highest integer after d. 
Then m is defined as: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (5.6) 
where mis a positive number les~ tha,n unity. 
If F(s) is the Laplace transform of f(t), then the Laplace 
transform F(s,d) of the delayed function is: 
L(f(t-dT)) =F(s,d) = F(s)e-dTs •••.•••••••• (5.7) 
-nTs ( ) mTs · 
= e F s .e •••••••••••••••• (5.8) 
Then F ( z , d\) = z -nF ( z , m) • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • ( 5 • 9 ) 
where F(z,m) is defined as the z transform of F(s)emTs. 
Tables of z transforms and modified z transforms are readily 
avail~ble.< 29 ,3o). 
5.4. BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND TRANSFER FUNCTIONS. 
The block diaEram algebra of sampled-data control ~ystems.is 
affected to a large extent by the position of the samplers in 
the systems (JO). Fig. 5.2 shows, in block di8gram form, the 
/ •• system •• 
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system used for this thesis. 
, 
, , , 
r - -' - - -- R (z) ,- - .../ - - - .. C (z) 
I 
I 
R (s) 
I ~~(z) I • I 
-/ G C(~ 
H 
f"IG. 5.2. 
BLOCK DIAGRAM Of" FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM. 
D represents the digi ta.l computer, while G represents the 
thyristor bridge and motor. H is the feedback transfer func-
tion. The ficticious samplers on the input and output serve 
to indicate that the functions R(z) and C(z) represent the 
input and output respectively only at sampling instants. 
This system msy be shovm to have a. transfer function (30). . 
C(z) = D(z)G(z) 1 + D(z)GH(z) R(z) .•••••••..• (5.11) 
or, using the modified z-transform: 
C(z·,m) = D(7~G~z,m) R(z) . (5 12) 1 + D z GH( z) " •" •" •" • • • • • • • -
Clearly, D ( z) will not have e. modified z-transform, since the 
computer only acts at sampling insta.nts. 
5.5 STABILITY. 
Because of the fact that the left half plane in the s plane iS 
mapped on to the unit circle in the z plane <26 ), it is .a 
condition for the stability of a closed loop sampled-data 
control system that the closed loop poles lie within the unit 
circle in the z plane. 
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5. 6. cor~MENT • 
The z-transform method of analysis was used to analyse the 
behciviour of the system used in this thesis, and as a. design 
tool in the provision of compensation (see chapter 7). Once 
the parameters of the systeu had been fairly accurately 
measured, it was not particularly difficult to find the 
z-transform of the entire system (see appendix 4). 
In particular, the use of a power series expansion proved an 
extremely useful method of prediction of speed wa.veforms, 
particularly when the modified z-tranf.<f orm was used. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
INTEGRAL CONTROL. 
6.1. INTRODUCTION. 
The first type of control procedure to be adopted ma.de use 
of the computer as a simole integrator having a variable 
ga.in. This h8d the a.dvanta.ge of being fairly straightfor-
wa.rd to. simula.te. In particular, as t.he com-puter had ~mch a. 
simple transfer function, the model of the machine itself 
could be tested and hence the degree of error introduced 
estimated. 
It was felt that this was necessary before any type of com-
pensation could be introduced since, according to Zinober (33), 
any small variation in the para.meters, when implementing a 
digital compensa.tion program, might lead to insta.bility. This 
aspect is discussed further in section 7.5. 
6.2. THE MACHINE TR11'.NSFER FUNCTION. 
In section 4.2 and ap~endix 3, the machine transfer function 
is shovm to be: 
K~JL 
2 •••• (6.1) 
s + s(R/L) + (KVKT)/(JL) 
The thyristor bridge had a gain K', which, as shown in fig. 
A3.3, can be asr::umed to be constant over the working range of 
voltages. The bridge can be looked upon as a perfett zero 
order hold (30}, in that it holds a steady output proportional 
to the input~ at least over the working range, and that it 
changes its value virtually instantaneously as the input changes. 
This fa.ct was made use of during the onen loop tests, when a 
sten could be applied in either direction merely by changing 
the firing angle. 
Such a device has a transfer function of the form: 
= K' (1-e-Ts) 
s ••• ••••••••••••• ••• (6.2) 
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Thus the total open loop transfer function of the bridge and 
motor is given by: 
G(s) = G1 (s)62(s) ••••.••••..•••••.••• (6.3) 
The z-transform of this function is given by: 
G(z) = ~l 
e-aT cos bT - a/b sin bT - e-aT) -~~--=--.!..--____;:~-~- ( 6. 4) 
z - 2ze-aTcos bT + e- a 
where K1 = 
a = 
b = 
K'K v 
JL 
-11. 
21 
/KvKT 
J1 
R2 
-
412 
T = sampling time. 
The full deriva.t:i:on of this transfer function is shown in 
appendix 4. 
It ca.n be seen from equation ( 6. 4) tha.t the poles a.nd zero of 
G(z) vary with the sampling rate. Therefore it was considered 
necessary to compute the position of these in the z plane for 
va.rying values of T. As mentioned in section 5. 5, closed loop 
poles lying within the unit circle would be an indication of 
stability, and thus the position of the open loop poles would 
be of interest. 
Table 6.1 shows the variation in gain and the positions of the 
zero and poles as the sampling time is changed. The poles are 
always imaginary, but, as fig. 6.1 shows, remain within the 
unit circle. 
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T.ABLE 6• i 
J= • 64 KV= 1·37171 
TIME GAIN ZERO RE.AL p IMAG p 
--
• 3 1. 0168 1 ·625543 • 30379 lJ ·4038LJ3 
.4 1. 49 79 1 • 5268 3B • 1328 41 • 3 799 7'? 
.5 1.92607 • LJ 3 7 39 Lj 8 .~38 2lJ2E-03 • 32049 6 
• 599999 2. 27068 • 35609 lJ -7.07994£-02 ·2lJ537 
• 699999 2.5221 • 28 2371 
- • 11 309 3 • 169 03 
• 799999 2. 68 50-4 • 21609 7 -·126732 • 1009 51 
·899999 2. 7728 5 • 157471 -·1206 4• 59 49 3E-OP. 
.999999 2.80274 el 0688 2 - • 102639 5· 6F3 762E- 03 
The open loop response of the system could be predicted bY 
multi plying G( z) by a unit step input function and ta.king a 
power series expa.nsion of the resulting C(z). (See equation 
5.5) 
The result of such a power series expa.nsion.of C(z) for R(z) 
given by z/ ( z-1), the z transform of the unit. step 1/ s, is / 
shown in fig. 6. 2. Clearly, the sampling rate would not a.ffe ct 
the shape of this curve, which follows the actu~.:3.l open loop 
response curve, fig. 6.3, almost exac.tly. The actual over-
shoot is a.bout 1% gr.eater than calculated, a.nd the time to 
reach this maximum is almost ident.ical (it is not possible to 
tell exactly where the step was applied on the trace of figure 
6. 3). 
Appendix 5 shows the mathematical derivation of the output 
function and the ti1:1e sequence represented by this, as shown 
in fig. 6.2. 
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6.3. DIGITAL SIInJLATION OF THE CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM. 
It wa.s re qui red to simulate the behaviour of the system, with 
the computer acting as an integratorj for various sampling 
rates and at va.rious gains. This was to be done using the 
z-transform method; by establishing the closed loop transfer 
function, multi-plying this by a.n input function (in this case 
·a unit ·step) and deriving the time sequence of the output by 
means of a power series expa.nsion of the output C ( z) in z -l. 
I~itially, the z-transform was used, but this can only give 
expected values at sampling instants (see section 5.2). The 
mathematical calculations for this were sufficiently simple 
for these to be carried out on the V~rian computer, using a 
BASIC compiler. The results thus obtained helped to confirm 
whether the method used was correct or not, but g$,VB 
.insufficient results, as the performance between sampling 
insta.nts, :Particularly at lower sampling rateq was required. 
More complete results were obtained using the modified 
z-transform (see appendix 4), but thiE method was too complex 
for the limited storage capacity of the BASIC compiler. The 
system was therefore simulated on the Univac 1106 computer in 
the computer centre at the University of Cape Town, using 
Ji'ORTRAN. 
·In all simulations, and in the actual implementation of integral 
control, a gain figure K was specified. This value referred 
to the speed error required to cause a change of 1 in the 
firing angle setting, eg. if the error at any time was 16:·, ~,), :x;, 
r.p.m., then a ga.in figure K of 8 would c~Use the setting to 
be altered by 2, while if K was 16, the angle wes altered by 
1. Clearly, in the simulation, the actual gain of the 
integrator hs,d to be modified to take into account conversion 
from radians per second (the output speed dimension given by 
the transfer function) to r.p.m. (the speed read by the com-
puter from the digital tachometer), and to convert the firing 
/ •• angle •• 
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angle setting to degrees (since the bridge gain derived in 
appendix 3 was in volts per degree). 
The mathematica.l derivations of the transfer function> output 
as a function of z, and the power series expansion, are shown 
in appendix 6. · 
In all cases, m was va.ried from 0, 1 to 1, 0 in steps of 0, 1, 
to give ig values of the output between ea.ch sampling instant. 
K WclS varied from 8 to 24 in steps of 4. By the nature of the 
program and the definition of K, values of K of more than 20 
would introduce a large a.mount of quantization error (an error 
of at least 11 r.p.m. would be required to make any change in 
the output for K = 20). In addition, the predicted curves 
showed these responses to be sluggish. For these reasons, only 
values of K between 8 and 16 were used in prB.ctice. 
The results of thefe simulations, for sa.mpling times ranging 
fron 0,3 to 1 second, are shown in figures 6.4 to 6.12, 
interspersed with the actual curves obtained. The scale in all 
these curves is lcm = 0,2 seconds on the x axis, and lcm 
approximately= 30 r.p.m. on the y axis. In all cases, the 
degree of overshoot depends on K, i.e. the curve with the 
grea.test overshoot is for K = 8, and the· most damped curve is 
that predicted for K = 16. The upper sampling limit of 1 sec. 
was imnosed by the sampling theorem, since the natura.l frequency 
of the machine (see appendix 3) is 3,19 rads per sec, or 
approximately 0,5 Hz. 
From the results obtained, it can be seen that the stability 
and a.mount of over:=hoot expected were functions of both the 
gain end the sampling rate. It is interesting to note that 
the s.mount of overshoot predicted at the highest gain figure 
used, i.e. K = 8,showed a distinct minimum at a sampling rate 
of the order of 0,6 seconds, although for lower gains the 
amount of overshoot a.ntici pa.ted decreased, until extremely 
overdamped responses could be expected at low gains and low 
sampling rates. 
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6.4. IMPLEMENTATION Oli' DIGITAL CONTROL. 
In order to be able to vary the· sampling rate, the program was 
written to opere.te in the interrupt mode. This interrupt 
signal was supplied by a pulse rr.enera.tor, a.nd the frequency of 
samnling could thus be varied at will. The effect of integra-
tion was obts.ined by varying the output by an amount 
proprtional to the difference between the reference and 
actual s-pecds, until this error was zero, or small enough to 
be neglected. 
Appendix 7 shows the flow diagram for the integral control 
program. It should be noted that initially a limit was 
placed on the size of any one variation in the firing angle 
setting, in otder to limit the rate of change of current 
across the thyristors. In the final program, this was set 
at ::!: 40, which in practice was bigger than any step required, 
except at very high gains. No step of more than 400 r.p.m. 
wa.s applied for the same reason, snd the tests whose results 
are shown were all run between 500 and 800 r.p.m. This range 
also ensured that the ma.chine was oper2.ting over the linea.r 
ra.nge of the thyristor bridge transfer function. However, it 
should be noted the.t if the behaviour wa.s not restricted to 
the linear region, the gain of the bridge would be decreased, 
with consequent increa.se in stability. 
It should also be noted that the tachometer ripple effect 
described in chapter 3 had to be taken account of and 
compensated by the allowahce of a dead band. In practice, this 
dead band w2s found to be of the order of !12 r.p.m., i.e. 
any error smaller than 12 r.p.m. would be rega.rded as zero. 
Despite this, however, the speed gener2lly settled dovm much 
closer to the desired value than within 12 r.p.m., as table 
6.2 shows. This table lists a sequence when an iw~ut step of 
300 r.p.m. wa.s applied, a.ta sampling rste of 0,6 secs with 
K = 12 and shows the speed read and the action taken (i.e. the 
firing a.ngle set). The first va)_ ue shown if; that pre sent before 
the step was applied. 
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TABLE 6.2 
·SPEED SETTING 
497 130 
502 105 
772 103 
825 105 
793 104 
788 104 
799 104 
802 104 
802 104 
801 104 
799 104 
801 104 
The results obtained on load for various sampling times with 
ga.ins of 8, 12 and 16 are shovm on figs. 6.4 to 6.19, along 
with the predicted curves. It must be noted that it was a.gs.in 
impossible to control the exact point on the tra.ces where the 
step originated. This was in part attt'ibutable to the method 
of applying the step, which was: 
(i) The interrupt was disabled. 
(ii) The new speed was typed in and stored as the -
reference. 
(iii) The interrupt was re-ena.bl<ed. 
The time before the next interrupt pulse occurred was thus 
va.riable. 
Comparison with the predicted results shows excellent corre-
lation from a time point of view, and that generally the 
overshoot obta.ined was snaller than had been antici pe.ted - a 
factor pt>obe.bly la.!'gely caused by the damping effect of the 
load. This also led to the conclusion that the component 
values inserted into the mathematica.l model were trustv10rthy, 
and that the model used ga.ve a good enough ap'9roxirnation to 
reality for it to be used in the implementation of the 
compensation programs. 
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Steps applied under no load conditione did not produce such 
sati~-factory' results, as figures 6. 20 to 6. 22 show. This 
was particularly true a.t high gains,. when some degree of. 
damped oscillation had been expected. 
The causes of this problem were allied to the problems 
cree.ted by the applic2.tion of negs ti ve steps, shoV\'11. in figs. 
6.2~ to 6.25 (on load) and 6.26 to 6.28 (no load), and lie in 
the behaviour of the machine when the current drops to zero. 
As discussed in section 4.4, regeneration is not possible 
using the three 1)hase·. fully controlled bridge, since current 
cannot flow out of the machine~ Thus the energy of the ma.chine, 
once no current is being fed into it, can either be expended 
in the load, if one is present, or in friction. The machine 
thus gra.dually slows dovvn, until its e.m.f. drops below the 
average D.C. voltage of the bridge. 
Figure 6.29 shows the voltage, speed, current and choke voltage 
waveforms at a sampling rate of 0,6 secs with K = 12 when 
positive and negative steps are applied on load, while figure 
6.30 shows the no load traces. Here one can clearly see that 
the voltage continues to to build up for some time after the 
speed has dropped below the reference, before it exce(~ds the 
machine back e.m.f., whereupon the current comes on again and 
the machine once more behaves as if a positive step has been 
anplied to it, as the speed traces clearly show,. 
Simila.r behaviour can be expected on no load for a positive 
step if a.n overshoot of any large magnitude should occur, since 
at the next sampling instant:one would expect the voltage to 
be reduced, and if this is'to a value below the machine e.m.f., 
the current will drop to zero. 
That the absence of a flywheel diode will add to the serious-
nes~. of this effect is clearly shown in fig. 6. 31, which 
shows the effect of positive and negative steps on no load 
without a. flywheel diode, 2t a sampling rate of 0,6 secs 
I .. with ••• 
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with K = 12. Here, because the instantaneous vol ta.ge can go 
negative, the average bridge voltage takes longer to exceed 
t~.machine back e.m.f.; consequently the speed drops further 
than would be the case with the diode connected, a:nd when, 
a.ft er a longe-r pe:iiod, the current does tu-rn on aga.in, the ;, 
effect is far more severe. 
6.5. EFFECT OF LOAD CHANGES. 
Figures 6.32 to 6. 34 show the ~ffect of switching off a load 
and then re-applying it when the machine is running at 500 
r.pom., with gains of K = 8 (fig. 6.32), 12 (fig. 6;33) and 
16 (fig. 6.34). In each case, sampling rates of 0,4, 0,6 and 
13 second a:re shown. The load used in all cases was 8. -resistance 
of 18, 5.st, which drew a current of 3'~ 5 amps from the gen-
erator at the speed at which. these rea.dings were ta.ken. 
The vertical scale of these traces is approximately 20 r.p.m. 
per cm. It is of interest to note that the speed did not 
consistently return to the value before the step was applied. 
+ The small err~ introduced can be attributed to the -12 r.p.m. 
dea.dba.nd introduced' which was necessa.ry because of the 
imperfections in the tachometer used. 
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F"fQ, 6. 29. 
WAVEFORMS FOR POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE STEPS ON LOAD. 
T • 0,6 SECS, K= 12. 
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FIG. 6.30. 
WAVE FORMS FOR POSIT! VE AND N'EGATI VE STEPS ON NO LOAD. 
T:0,6 SECS, K212. 
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FIG. 6.31. 
WAVEFORMS FOR POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE STEPS ON N.O LOAD WITH FLYWHEEL -DIODE 
DISCONNECTED. T "'0,6 SECS I K: 12. 
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6.6. RAMP RESPONSE. 
The syster~1 was a.lso tested to determine the response to a 
ramp input. This ramp was generated digitally by the 
computer, which merely added a certain amount to the reference 
speed until the· final desired speed was obtained, the incre-
ment depending on the rate of change of speed required. 
A gain of K = 12 was used. 
Figs. 6.35 to 6.37 show the positive ramp response of the 
system for a rate of change of speed of 60 r.p.m. per second 
at sampling rates of 0,4, 0,6 and o,8 secs. The table shown 
on the graph in each case is the print-out generated by the 
computer fast punch on line, giving the referencecand actual 
speeds, and the interface angle setting, at each sampling 
instant. 
The final step in ea.ch case is seen to be smaller ths.n the 
previous steps, but this was not felt to have materially 
affected the pattern of behaviout', which showed ths.t the 
machine would follow a ramp with a. finite error, decreasing 
this error to zero when the f.'teady sta.te speed \:Vas reached .. 
Naturally, the faster the sampling time, the smoother the 
response obtained. 
The negative ramp response curves served to-verify the point 
made in section 6.4 that complete control is only possible 
while continuous current is supplied. 
Figs. 6.38 to 6.40 show the negative ramp responses for. K = 12 
at sampling rates of 0,4, 0,6 and o,8 secs respectively, for 
a rate of change of speed of 60 r.p.m. per second. Fig.~6.41 
shows the waveforms for T = 0,6, and it can clee~ly be seen 
I 
that the current remains on, and hence the response is the same, 
except reversed in direction, as for the positive ramp 
res-ponse. 
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Figures 6.42 qnd 6.43 show the effect of doubling the rate 
of change of spe2d, with K = 12 at 0,6 sec. sampling rate. 
The current still remained continuous, and hence the ramp 
was followed with little.or no undershoote 
However, if the rate of change of speed was once a.gain doubled 
to 240 r.p.m. per second, the reference ~peed fell faster 
than the excess energy of the machine could be expended, and 
hence the reference could not be followed, as figures 6.44 
and 6.45 show. The final speed was correct, but the machine 
dropped to that speed in its own time, and a. fairly large 
undershoot was experienced. 
Clearly, the ma.ximum possible rate of decrease of speed would · 
depend upon the load applied to the machine, and, the greater 
the load, the faster the speed can be decreased without a 
temporary loss of control and accompanying undershoot. 
· 6. 7. COMMENT. 
It was found that a sampling rate of 0,6 seconds, with K =12, 
gave a generally satisfying performance, which for the step 
response gave an overshoot of approxime,tely 10%, with- a 
settling time of the order of 2, 5 seconds. It wa.s found that 
this sampling rate was ss.tisf.:i.ctory for a. ramp input or when 
lo-3.d transients were applied. However, it was felt that a 
compensation program should be able to improve on this 
performance. 
The implementation of the integral control program served to 
confirm the accuracy of the mathema.tical model used, while 
helping to highlight the main difficulties imTJlici t in the 
systerr1 used, i.e. the la.ck of control introduced when the 
current falls to zero, and the problems associated with this 
condition. 
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FIG. 6.41. 
WAVEFORMS FOR NEGATIVE 
RAMP OF 60 R.P.M PER SEC 
AT T:0,6 SECS. 
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Fl G. 6.43. 
WAVEFORMS FOR NEGATIVE RAMP Of 120 R.PM. 
PER SEC. WITH T "0,6 SECS. 
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Fl G .. 6. 45. 
WAVEf"ORM s FOR NEGATIVE RAMP OF 24 0 RP.M 
PER SEC. AT T = 0,6 SECS. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
DIGITAL COMPENSATION. 
7.1. THEORY OF DIGITAL COH~ENSATION. 
Bergen and Ragazzini C27)demonstrated in 1954 that the transfer 
function D(z) of a digital controller (such as a digital 
computer) could be expressed as a polynomial ra.tio ;; in z-1 , 
if the output of the controller was a function of the previous 
input and output values. (See appendix 8). 
The only ree.triction on this polynomial ratio would be imposed 
by the fa.ct that no future samples could be considered in 
realizing the function D(z). 
It was further shown in section 5.4 that the transfer function 
of the system under considers.ti on (or in fact of any feedback 
system having a single feedback loop through a ~igital con-
t~dl1er) is given by: 
~ D(z)G(z) 
K(z) = R(z) = 1 + D(z)G(z) ········•••••••• C7.i) 
This would seem to imply that a judicious choice of D(z) could 
lead to the implementation of any desired K(z), and with 
t . t bl ' . t ( 2 7 , 3 4 ) th. . . . f t cer ain no .a e cons-r.rain .s , . is is in ac so. 
The imulementation of a desired K(z) would be brought about by 
the ca.ncella.tion of any unws.nted poles or zeroes of G(z) by 
D(z). However, as Bertram (3 4 ) points out, this is hot possible 
if such poles or zeroes lie outside the unit circle in the z 
plane, s.s under these circumstances any slight va:ti2.tion in 
para.meters, le8dinv to irnperfe ct ca.ncelle.tion, would immediately 
result in instability. As shown in section 6.2, the poles a.nd 
zero of the machine used for this thesis lie within the unit 
circle at a.11 times, and therefore the a.bove consideration is 
not significant. 
Certa.in so-ca.lled "minimal prototype" resporn_'.e functions have 
been defined ( 27' 9,.JA:..,35->-,-wlttc-1 designed to follow the 
specified input perfectly a.t each sampling in:?.tsnt after the 
/ •• first •• 
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first sampling period, eg. if a system is designed to have a 
minimCJ.l prototype step response, it will follow an ap 1Jlied 
step a.fter one sampling instCJnt, and.its value, at subsequent 
sampling instants, will remain constant. However, it would 
be expected to follow a remn input with a finite error • A 
system designed to have a minimal prototype ram~ response,:on 
the other ha.nd, will follow a ra.mp perfectly after one sampling 
period (with the possibility of inter-sampling ripple), but 
would be expected to have a 1001 overEhoot if subjected to a 
step input ( 35). The response hB.s therefore to be nsoftened" 
by means of a so-called "staleness factor'' ( 34 >, in order to 
decrease this overshoot. This, however, would mean that the 
ramp response would not settle dovm after one sa.mpling period, 
but would take several sampling periods to do ~o. 
The response of the given system when de r.-.igned for the minimal 
prototype step resnonse, and for the minimal prototype ramp 
response with staleness factors, WCJ.s sirnula.ted 8.nd then deter-
mined in pr2.ctice. An assessment wBs also made of the effect 
of changing the parameters by a small amount. 
7.2. CALCULATION OF WEIGHTING FACTORS AND SIMULATION OF 
PERFORMANCE. 
From equation (7.1), it C8.n be shovm that: 
D(z) = 1 K(z) (7.2) 
G{z) 1 - K(z) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Now, for a. minima.l prototype step response, 
-1 K(z) = z 
• • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • (7.3) 
Hence D(z) could be determined in ter~s of the system constants 
e.nd values simil2.t""ly obtained for the minimal prototype rBmp 
response with a staleness factor, 
( ) -1 -2 K(z) = 2 - c z - z 
-1 1 - CZ 
where c is the str3lene SE fa.ct or. 
for which: 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . (7.4) 
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The deri va.tion of D ( z) in ea.ch of these ca.se s is shown in 
a.ppendix 9. 
The use of K(z) = z-l for the minimal prototype step response 
resulted in a polynomial ratio for D(z) with three terms in 
the numerator and denominator, i.e. this would use only the 
previous two in~ut and output valties in the calctila.tion of the 
firing angle sett.ing, as opnosed to the algorithm for the ramp 
re spon::~e, where four term polynomials were used, implying the 
use·- of the previous three input a.nd output va.lues. 
Multiplying z-l by a fsctor (z-1- a)/(z-l - a) had the effect 
of increasing the complexity of D(z) to a four term poly-
nomial ratio without, however affecting the actual step 
response in any way. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the weighting 
factors for the three and four term ratios respectively. 
The. four term ratio was used in a.11 a.ctua.l implementation 
programs, with the idea that the use of additional data:~ would 
have a filtering effect in the prescence of noise. AB shown 
in appendix 10 however, this made no difference to the predicted 
behe.viour of the system under normal conditions. 
In calcule.ting the weighting factors to be used, a degree of 
rounding off wa:s necessary. This was beceuse the control 
progra.m did not rna.ke use of floating point arithmetic, as such 
routines would, it was felt, use too much cdmputer time, and 
·so all calculations were done using integer variables. In 
order to pre serve accurs.cy, whenever fractional s.rnounts would 
normally be expected (as, for example with the weighting factors, 
which va.ried in ma.gni tude from , 001 to 1, 5); the numbers were 
multi plied. by 1 000, the ca.lculations performed and the fina.l 
answer divided by 1 000 again, being rounded off according to 
the rema.inder. 
The weighting factors were therefore rounded off to the third 
/ •• decimal •• 
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decimal place. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the weighting factors 
determined, using a BASIC program on the Varian computer, for 
the minimal prototy~e steD response, at vari0uern.mpling rates. 
The first three (or four) factors are those whicb were applied 
to the present and previous two (or three) -in::iut values, while 
the following two (or three) factors are those applied to the 
previous two (or three) output val~es (the formula used .is 
shown in a. ·1pendix 9). The factors v;ere rounded off in the 
simulation and implementation programs. 
Once D(z) ha.d been determined, it was only necef'.sa:ry to multi-
ply the polynomials to find C(z) for a step input, and hence 
t6 find the time sequence by a nower series expansion similar 
to that done in section 6.3. 
The modified z-tra.nsform method was once again used to .deter-
mine the full system Tesponse at various sampling rates. 
Appendi~ 10 shows.the mathematical derivations and process used. 
The minimal prototype step response simulations are shown in 
figures 7.1 to 7.12, along with the actual curves obtained. 
It is seen that it was to be expected that a small amount of 
intersampling ripple would be present, but that this would be 
considerably less than that experienced using integral control. 
The anticipated overshoot wa.s also ~"ma.ller. · 
It should be noted that the time scale used for these curves 
~as not the same as that used for most of the curves in 
chapter 6, but that the vertical scale is the same. 
The step resnonse for a system designed for the minimal proto-
type ramp respon~e. was simul8ted for staleness fsctors of 
0,5 and 0,85, and these re:::.ults are shovm in figures 7.13 to 
7.24 along with the actual curves. It can be seen that one 
would expect both high overshoot and s. long settling time from 
such systems. 
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T= ·899999 
8o06014E-02 1.941..JllE-02 
- • 8 lJ 2 5 29 - • 1 5 7 4 7 
T= .999999 
7 • 9 7 t.1 WE- 0 2 1 • 6 3 69 3F. - 0 2 
- • 8 9 3 1 18 - • 1 0 6.3 g 1 
2. t.J l 7!l9E-02 
1 • 19 2f~ 2E- 0 2 
6 • 4 19 29 E-03 
3·6667:?.E-03 
2. 113 517E-03 
1. 3lJ247E-03 
8 • !.J26t19E-:OL1 
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TABLE 7.2. 
T= • 3 
.219798 
-.874471 
- • 2 Lj 3 t1 !4 6 • 1229 05 
·312771 
-:?.8 0662E-02 
T= • LJ 
ol4920LJ 
-.973161 
T= • 5 
• 116036 
-1.0626 
T= • 599999 
- • Lj 3C3 32 3 
-.1142!42 
-.290257 
LJ. 39 9 5 1E-0 2 
o263LJ19 
-6.00793E-02 1·29587E-02 
- • 1 5 6 09 1 • 2 18 69 7 
9.SLJ262E-02 -3.52757E-02 -S.lJ9lJ03E-04 
- 1 • 1 LJ 39 . - 3 • 4 l 4 1 2 E- 0 2 • 1 78 0 LJ7 
T= • 699999 
8·86148E-02 -2.LJ2636E-02 -6·35515E-03 
-1·21762 7.64438E-02 ·1411R5 
T= .799999 
8·32372E-02 -2.Q5207E-02 -8.36376E-03 
- 1 • 28 39 • 1 7 58 514 • 1 08 0 .q13 
T= .899999 
8·06014E-,02 -2.08595E-02 -8·3Wl1E-03 
-1·34252 0263793 7.87353E-02 
T= .999999 
7•97418E-02 -2·35015E-02 -7.3lJ20lF.-O~ 
-1°39311 ·33967K 5.3.~LJCSF.-02 
-5·96lJ11E-03 
- 3 • 2 09 6 LJ E - 0 3 
- J .~) 3336£-03 
-l.09258F-03 
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The reason for the high overshoot exnerienced with the 
minimal prototyne ra.mp system is that any· error signal detect-
ed is assumed to be the start of a. ramp, and the system tries 
to a.nticipa.te this ramp. This fact wa.s borne out when a ramp 
input was applied to the system. 
As the stalenes.~ fa.ctor was increased, it wa.s seen tha.t the 
anticipated overEhoot would decrease. However, the trade-off 
here vw.s in terms of settling time which would in all probabi-
lity be so gr~at as to be unacceptable (see for example fig. 
7. 23, which show~" the simulB.tion, with a stalenes::- fe.ctor of 
0,85, at a sampling rate of 1 sec.). The possibility should 
also be borne in mind tha.t any tacho ripple might accentua.te 
the error due to the long settling time, and make the system 
tend towards instability. 
7. 3. IMPLET.~ENTATION OF ':'!HE COM"PENS!l.TION T>ROGRAM - STEP RES-PON SE. 
The compensation program was similar to that used for integral 
control, except that the calculation routine became more 
complex, and facility had to be made for the storage of weight-
ing factors, as well as of past input and output values (see 
appendix 11). 
·The weighting factors for the type of system to be implemented 
were fed into a specified area in the memory of the comy.iuter. 
Typing in of the sampling time· for an actual run caused the 
relevant f<:1.ctors to be used for the progrs.m under execution. 
As mentioned previously, the weighting factors were stored as 
inte~!ers, 8nd constituted the calculated values multiplied by 
1 000, rounded off, a.nd converted to octal numbers. 
As before, steps were ap~lied between 500 and 800 r.p.m., but 
only on load tests ·were ta.ken in this in2tance, s.s the main 
purpose of these tests wa.s to study the dyn8.mic beh'.-:-viour of 
the system, rather than the idiosyncrasies cf the particular 
/ •• configuration •• 
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configuration used, as previously studied. 
A deadband o-f 12 r.p.m. wa.s again used. 
Figures 7.1 to 7.12, along with the predicted curves, show the 
responses obtained. As before, the actual overshoot was 
generally smaller than predicted, but the times taken to reach 
the maximum overshoot and·to settle were virtually identical 
to those predicted. 
It is interesting to note that in most cases, the undershoot 
was [greater than expected, c:md tha.t as a t'esul t, the initial 
overshoot wa.s not very much·. above the final value (see for 
example fig. 7.6, atca sampling ~ate of 0,6 secs.) This may 
ha.ve been due to small inaccuracies in the mathematica.l model 
used to derive the weighting fa.ctot's, aided by the quantising 
errors caused by rounding off these fa.ctors. 
The resonse for the ramp design system to a step input wast as 
anticipated, far from sa.ti sfa.ctory, but did correlate fai t'ly 
well with the predicted results. In p~rticular, phenomena such 
as oscillation above the final value, and the gradual decay to 
the set po int did ma.ke themselves evident, al though a.ny ripple 
on the t2chometer must inevitably have led to more instability 
than might have been expected. 
The curves a.re shown in figures '7 .13 to 7. 24, a.long with the 
predicted curves. 
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One of the reasons behind the use of the ramp response design 
was the fact that it has been pointed out (30) that a dis-
turbance to the system, other than at the input, when such a 
system is designed fo~ the minimal prototype step response, 
might lea.d to a. change in the output ·which could not be compen-
sated for, i.e. the system might lose its integrating effect. 
However, the only disturbance which could be applied to the 
system under consideration is the application or removal of a 
load, which did not affect the minimal ·prototype step system, 
as is shown in fig. 7.25. This gives the speed curves for 
the removal and application of a load, of the same magnitude 
as that used in chapter 6, at,a speed of 800 r.p.m. and a 
sampling t'e.te of 0,6 secs. It is of interest to note that 
the deadband effect does not show as markedly here as was the 
case in figs 6.32 to 6.34, due possibly to the effect of filter-
ing brought about by the use of past input and out-put values. 
7.4. RAMP RESPONSE. 
The rem-p input response of the ve:rious compensated systems was 
tested, for a ramp of 300 r.p.m. at a rate of change of 50 
r.p.m. per second, in both directions. 
The results a.re shown in figs 7.26 to 7.37. Figures 7.26 to 
7.29 show the upward ramp responses at 0,4,· 0,6 and 0,8 secs 
sampling rates respectively, and a do\~mward ra.rnn at 0,6 sec 
sampling rate, for a staleness f~ctor of 0,5. As the accom-
panying printouts show, the behaviour of the ramp was anti-
cipated, generally by the fourth or fifth sample (so that a ·· 
faster sampling rate would be of advantage here), but that the 
accuracy of the system when settling down to its new value wa.s 
doubtful. 
This behaviour was seen to improve for a grea.ter sta.leness 
factor, as figures 7.30 to 7.33 show. These curves are for 
the same conditions as the urevious four, with c = o,85. The 
system ·wa.s seen to take far more samples to actually "catch up" 
with the reference, mlthough this w2s of advantHge when settling 
to a required set vadue. 
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Particularly good responses were obt;:i ined using the minimal 
prototype step system, with the only disadvantage being that 
the actual speed was a.l ways one sampling instant behind the 
reference. However, this fact correlated particularly well at 
all times, and led to excellent smoothing off, with a little 
oscillation at the highest sampling rate used. 
The responses, for the same conditions as previously, are shown 
in figures 7.34 to 7.37. 
7$5. EFFECT OF VARIATION OF PARAMETERS. 
Zinober < 33 >~ in a survey of various methods of optimization, 
pointed out that the z-transform minimal prototype compen-
sation system was rather susceptible to small changes in 
parameters causing a previously stable system to become unstable 
or inaccurate. He did not, however, specify how his simulation 
varied. either the parameters or the weighting factors. 
For the purposes of this thesis it was decided to keep the 
weighting factors constant, but to vary the poles and zero of· 
the machine-bridge system by varying the sam'Dling time. The 
factors for a sampling period of 0,6 seconds were used, and the 
. sampling time varied, in practice and simulation, between 0,5 
and 0,7 seconds. 
Fig. 7.38 shows how the step response would be ~xpected to vary 
as the sampling time was altered from 0,5 to 0,7 secs. Here it 
may be seen that at faster sampling rates, the system would be 
expected to remain stable,· but at slower sampling rates, 
oscillation would be expected. 
The no load behaviou-r:· at a sa.mpling rate of 0, 5 secs confirmed 
the expected behaviour; a greater overshoot was obtained, and 
the system remained stable (fig. 7.39). However, application 
of a load tended to decrease the overshoot, and produced 
probably the best response obtained (fig. 7.40}. Fig. 7.41 
shows the respons~ at a rate of 0,7 secs. The oscillation 
expected is e.p:iarent. 
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Hence it may be seen that incorrect weighting factors, provided 
the set of factors are not varied within themselves, will not 
necessarily tend to make the system unstable; in fact it was 
foilnd that a.n even more satisfactory system cou:.td be produced 
if the rate was increa,sed and a load applied. 
7. 6. COLII.''.ENT. 
A very satisfactory correlation· could be made between the 
theory of sampled-data systems and the actual practical system 
used for this thesis. It was found that the design for the 
minimal prototype step response produced the most satisfactory 
performance, both for step and ramp inputs, as this design led 
to the system following the input after one ~:.ampling period. 
An increase in sampling rate,· with a loa.d applied, was found 
to be in order or even beneficial. 
The negative step response and negative ramp at higher rates 
of change a i spla,yed the same anoma,lie s experienced using the 
integral control system, and for this reason are not shown. 
It could thus be concluded that a.s long a~ the current wa,s 
able to flow, the system would behave dynamica.lly as expected. 
If full control in both directions of speed change is desired, 
it is seen to be necessa't'y to ensu't'e that this condition 
always holds. 
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CHAPTER 8. 
MULTI-MACHINE CONTHOL. 
8.1. INTRODUCTION. 
The programs used for this thesis were not in general at all 
efficient as far as the time utilization of the computer was 
concerned. The actual execution time was of the order of l 
or 2 milliseconds (except when the punch was being used on 
line, when punching out ol' the values read and :=.et tings made 
used several tens of milliseconds), and most of the time was 
spent in a loop waiting for the .next interrupt signal to 
occur. 
From a practical point of view, if such a system as that set 
out in this thesis is to be used industrially, this is not an 
unsa.tisfactory situation. The spare Uiile would however have to 
be utili~ed, either to perform similar control functions or to 
carry out arithmetic or mathematical calculations. 
An attempt VI/as made to perform similar control functions on 
two machines, at first running entirely independertt of one 
another, and then to introduce a degree of interaction between 
them. This we s made possible by the a.vailabili ty of the inter-
face built by Mr. :F' .. Weehuizen for his thesis (?);which 
served as a forerunner for the work done for this thesis. 
Although this interface, having been developed from one using 
the computer to perform the countdown routines etc, did not 
have separate counters for each phase or work in exactly the 
same way as did the one riutlined in chapter 2, it utilised the 
same data. lines, a.nd only required addi ti•!na.l strobe and enable 
lines. Weehuizen•s system performed speed sampling,:and the 
sampling of a reference voltage corresponding to the reference 
speed, by mea.ns of a multiplexed 12 bit a.na.logue to digital 
converter. 
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8.2. GENERATION OF INTERRUPT SIGNALS. 
The most im'.1orta.nt a.spect to be taken into account when 
implementing the dual ma.chine control system was the question 
of applying the interrupt signals at the correct rate and on 
the correct lines, without any two interrupt signals occur-
ing simultaneously (if this did in fact occur, the progra.m · 
would act on the interrupt with the highest priority, and one 
sa.mple for the second system vvould be lost). The · program 
developed by Weehuizen was based on a.n analogue simulation 
and necessitated a sampling rate at least four times as great 
as that used for this thesis. 
Figure 8 .1 showt:~ the simple di vde by 8 counter used, which was 
fed by a square wave input and produced E'.hort nega.ti ve going 
pulses from either of two monostable multivibrators whenever 
an interrupt was required. 
Cl a, Cl 
INPUT----i 
0 D 
MMY 
FIG. 8.1. 
Cl 
D 
M1 
TO MACHINE 1 
MMV 
2 
M2 
TO MACHINE 2. 
CIRCUIT FOR GENERATION OF TWO NON ·COINCIDENT 
INTERRUPT SIGNALS, 1 AT FOUR TIMES THE RATE OF 2. 
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The wa.vef orms of the interrupt generator are shown in fig. 
8.2. It should be remembered that the D flip-flop triggers 
on a positive edge (see apnendix 1), and as the M.M.V.'s 
are triggered by a negative edge, the use of Q1 and Q3 as 
the interrupt gener<:J.ting connections ensured that the two 
interrupt signals would never coincide. 
INPUT _fl_ILJ1Jl 
a, 
__ I
.._______.! 
L 
INTERRUPT 1 
INTERRUPT 2 
F" I G. 8. 2. 
INTERRUPT GENERATING MODULE WAVEF'ORMS. 
8.3. H".PLEr1ENT/\TIOI1T OF DUAL MACHINE CONTROL. 
The two machines were each controlled by a. different program, 
stored in a different part of the computer memory, a.nd 
accessed bj the appropriate interrupt signal. The reference 
speed for both machine2. was initially taken as that represented 
by the vol ta.ge read by the a.na.logue to digital converter. 
Subsequently, the- slower sampling machine (machine 2) used as 
its reference the actual speed of machine 1, using the 
program for the minimal prototype st~p response with a sampling 
rate of 0,5 secs. 
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A step input was apnlied to machine 1 via the voltage 
refere~ce, and fig. 8.3 show~ the response of the two 
machines. Machine 2 can be clearly seen to be following 
machine 1 after an interval corresponding to one· sampling 
instant. 
It was found that the most serious problem encountered was 
that of noise on the analogae speed signal, particularly as 
this signal had to be fed over several metres from the machine 
to the computer. The noise was reduced through the use of 
twin-cored screened cable with a filter immediately preceding 
the input to the computer. It is felt that the use of a 
digital tachometer would greatly reduce the noise problems. 
In addition, it was necesssyy to calibrate both the -reference 
and speed feedback signals, so that the voltages read by the 
compute-r could be inte-rpreted a.s the actua,l speed •. This 
cilibration was automatic in the case of the digital tacho-
meter, and probably more accurate, if one w8.s considering 
mo-re than relative speed differences. 
Further testing of the dual machine system was curtailed by 
the failure of the multiplexeT of the analogue to digital 
converte-r. However, the tests performed did show .the f easi b~--· 
ility of such control, and stilled any fears that mains inter-
ference might prove a serious problem. It is clear from 
chapter 7 that the minimal prototype step response design 
used would follow any input signal, whether derived as a 
refence or from another ma.chine (as fa.r as the computer was 
concerned all this af:t'ected would be the location in which 
the reference speed was stored), with a one sampling period 
delay, and would therefore be the most generally useful form 
of program to use. 
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CHAPTER 9A 
CONCLUSIONS. 
The interface used to control the thyristor firing angles · 
was found to be effective over the full control range. The 
one possible weakness in the designed interface is that a 
remote. possibility does exist that the latches constituting 
the local memory may be reset at the same instant th~t a 
counter is re set, leading to a spurious count ta.king place. 
This probability is low, pa.rticula.rly in view of the relative-
ly low sampling rates used, but could be allowed for by 
additional ga.ting if the problem did in fact manifest itself. 
Finer control could be obtained merely by increasing the 
number of bits used in the count; this might them decrease 
the number of lines availa.ble for other applications, a.l though 
as was seen :in., cha.pt er 8, each additional rp.achine to be 
controlled would only need two additional lines, since the 
data lines could be used in common. 
The digital tachometer revealed more serious imperfections. 
The most important defect was the manifestation of "tacho 
ripplett, a phenomenon necessitating the use of a deadband 
when implementing a control program. It was seen that this 
deadba.nd did not s.ffect the accuracy as much as expected when 
large disturba.nces were _applied, the machin·e generally settling 
down to within 1 or 2 r.p.m. of the desired speed. However, 
small disturbances such as load transients gave more cause 
for concern, as no action would be taken if the speed was 
altered by some external means, but still remained within the 
limits of the d(~C:'.dband. However, as was seen when using both 
analogue and digital fe,:':dba.ck in the dual m2.chine tests 
described in chapter 8, th~ use of the digital tachometer 
reduced the problems of noise considerably, and the ri~ple 
problems were certainly no more serious than those experienced 
using a conventional D.C. tachogenerator. Use of the digital 
tachometer also eliminoted cs.libn1tion problems. 
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A more sophisticated digital· tachometer would thus appear to 
be necessgry for extremel~ fine control, allied possibly 
with more bits in the firing angle settings. This might also 
be able to widen the range of speeds able to be measured with 
the required accuracy. 
One possible method of improving on the problem of ripple 
would be to count over a full revolution of the disc. In 
order to obviate the sampling delay inherent in such a scheme, 
more than one phototransistor - light cor11bina.tion would be 
needed, s-9aced a.round the disc. .Each would accumulate a count 
over·a full revolution, these counts being multiplexed so that 
the computer could be upda.ted at lea.st as frequently as was the 
-case with the existing design. 
The use of a three phase fully controlled bridge immediately 
imposed restrictio~s on the controllability of the machine 
used, owing to the inability·of the system to allow regene-
ration. As the system stands, this difficulty may be 
decreased by running on loa~, thus ensuring that the machine 
is drawing current from the supply for most of the time, but 
complete cont'l'.'ol would require a switching arrangement to 
allow the ma.chine to generate current should this be necessa:ry. 
One of the mo~t important conclusions established by this -~: 
thesis was the effectiveness of the z-tr·ansform method, both 
for the analysis of system performe:nce (chapter 6), and as a 
design tool in the synthesis of comnensated control 
algorithms (chapter ?). The method ie admittedly tedious, 
but once the basic arithmetic and algebraic manipulation has 
been performed, weighting factors can be calculated fairly 
easily, sfter the parameters of the machine under consideration 
have been measured. 
Admittedly, compensation of the system used ws.s fa.cili ta.ted by 
the fa.ct that the system itself wes inherently stable, if 
oscillatory, e.nd no open loop poles la.y ou t~side the unit 
ci~cle in the z plane (fig. 6.1). The compensation of a 
/ •• control •• 
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control system having unstsble open loop poles could be 
carried out in a. ma.nner similar to thnt shown in chapter 7, · 
but under those circumstances the minimal prototype response 
functions could not be used in the r.:imple forms shown. 
It was concluded that, for the particular system used, the 
minima.l prototype step resnonse function could be implemented, 
and gave a satisfactory performance at sampling rates between 
0,5 and l second for step and ramp inputs, and under load 
transient conditions. In general, uE,e of such an algorithm 
would result in the output following any innut, with a time 
lag of one sampling period. 
It is possible, and indeed likely, that the design procedure 
outlined in this thesis will not yield the optimum perfor-
mance under all conditions, although the. minimal prototype 
step response has been seen to have wide applicability. Use 
of the quadratic performance index (33) or some form of 
adaptive control might be able to improve further on the 
performance of the machine. 
No allowance for current limi ta.ti on or control was provided, 
except for the rather primitive step size restriction 
imposed during the integral control steps. Such additional 
compensation would not be without its attendant problems, one 
of the most pressing being the method of measuring current 
digitally. However, the mathematical model developed should 
be able to predict the current dravr.n., and compensation in this 
manner might well be feasible. 
This thesis is considered to have a number of practical 
implica.tions. As shown in cha.pter 8, the control of one 
machine could easily be extended to several machines, this 
number being dependent on the number of input and output lines 
available, and on the srunpling rated used. From a time 
sharing point of view, the urogram used in the dual machine 
tests could have been used to control five machines, if all 
Were sampled once every 0,5 seconds. The use of the direct 
/ •• memory •• 
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memory access facility, allied with the use of the control 
lines for gating purposes, could probably extend the 
possible number of mB.chinc s to be controlled considerably. 
Addition of a Buffer Interlace Controller for the computer 
could result in da.ta. being logged and displa.yed without 
wasteful use of computer time for this. If similar algorithms 
were used for all control loops, economical programming could 
ensure that lack of memory space would not be a problc~. 
No doubt control of interlinked ma.chines would introduce 
complexities, [~ s would any type of multi-loop control. 
However, such problems could be analysed using conventional 
control theory, with the aid of the z-transform method. 
Under such circumstances, the wa.y is opened for the Uf:e of 
one computer to control a la.rge number of interrelated 
machines, with all the advantages outlined in chapter 1. 
Clearly, the economic implications of such a move would hB.ve 
to be carefully considered, and one would have to ba.lance the 
saving in analogue controllers by the costs of the computer 
and interface eauipment. The reliability of the computer 
becomes a vital factor when orie considers industrial 
applications, and backup equipment would probably be 
necessary under most conditions. 
This thesis hBs shown the pra.cticabili ty of a di re ct digital 
control system, giving control in this case· of the speed of 
a machine to within 11 or better, and able to be fully analysed. 
Extension to multi-ma.chine and multi-pa.rameter applications is 
a logical and feasible step. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
DISCUSSION OF TTL LOGICAL cor.r0 0NENTS USED. 
The logic components used for the interfaces described in 
chapters 2 and 3 were all of the TTL type ~nd consisted of 
the following: 
(i) D type flip-flops. 
(ii ) NAND gates • 
(iii) Inverters. 
(iv) Latches. 
(v) Monostable multivibrators .. 
FLIP-FLOPS. 
The D type flip-flop has one dat8 .. input and a clock input. 
The logical level of the data input is transferred to the Q 
output when the clock input is raised to a logical 1, i.e. --:·.• 
this type of flip-flop is triggeTed by a positive edge. In 
addition, this type of flip-flop has both preset and clear 
terminals available. A logical 0 on the clear input sets 
the Q output to a logicalO, while a logical 0 on the preset 
input sets the Q output to a logical 1. 
GATES. 
Ve:rious configuTations of NAND gates, with from two to eight 
inputs, were used.. A:O. displa;yed the normal NAND gate ·::.:.-. ·;,:=.:,. 
behaviour, i.e. when all·the inputs are in a logical 1 state 
the output goes to a logical 0 state. vVhen a large nwnber of 
comynnents were to be driven by one gate,· a buffer gate 
having a. fan-out of 30, inst .:-ad of the norm:::tl fan-out of 10, 
we.s used. 
INVER1rERS. 
These merely e.erved to invert the signal at.iplied to them. A 
NAND .gate could also be used as an inverter, if all the inputs 
except the one being used were tied to the sup:)ly rail. 
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LATCHl~S. 
The operation of these components is fully described in 
section 2.4. 
MONOSTABLE nULTIVIBRATORS. 
These, as used, were triggered by nega,ti ve edges, on application 
of which a pulse, of duration controlled by a.n external 
(11) 
resistance and capacitor, was generated.. • 
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APPEimrx 2. 
CONVEHSION OF TACHOJ\TETER COUNT TO R.P.M. 
It was shovm in cha)ter 3 that the tachometer count was 
accumulated in 1/5 of a revolution. Each pulse counteff 
corresponds to 10 psecs. 
Thus in one revolution, 5 times the number of pulses counted 
would be accumulated, being equivalent to 5N x 10-5 secs, if 
N = the original count. 
r:~5N- X 10-5 This is equal to a time of minutes to go through 60 
one revolution. ~·: 
i.e. the speed; s 60 x 105 r.p.m. ., •••••••••• (A2.l) = 5N 
i.e. s ·12 x 105 r.p.m. •o••••••eee{A2.2) = 
.1{ 
Thus in order for the speed in r.p.m. to be obtained, 12 x 105 
was divided b~,r the accumulated count. 
In practice, 12 x 105 was converted to an octal number, and 
stored in the com~mter a.s such. Di vision ;vas carried out 
using integers only, and the result was Tounded off 
according to the remainder. Using such a system, the 
accuracy expected can be no more than 0, 3% a.t lovv speeds, 
which is still betteT tha.n the accura.cy of the tachometer. 
Imnroved accuracy could, and probably would need to, be 
accompanied by greater precision in the division program. 
This could either be accomplished through multiplying the 
factor 12 x io5 by 100 or 10 before division took place, or 
by the use of flea.ting point arithmetic? a step v.,rhich would 
not be recor.unended, in view of the computer time which this 
would consume. 
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APPENDIX 3. 
DERIVATION OF MACHINE AND BRIDGE TRANSF:m FUNCTIONS. 
The block diagram for a separately excited D.C. machine is 
shown in fig. A3.1 (l9)':i. 
TL 
VC'J 1 / R0 la Tm"" 1 w Kr ......._ 
-/ 1 •!!Ta J s . 
Ea 
KV 
FIG. A 3. t 
B L 0 C K D I A G RAM 0 F S E PA R AT E LY E X C I T E D M 0 T 0 R. 
From this diagram, the machine transfer function may be 
obtained a.s: 
w v = 
a 
Fig. A3. 2 shovvs the V - I curve obtained using a low voltage 
supply across the choke and machine in series, giving a 
-.• combined resistance of R of 0,9 ohms. The inductance of the 
a 
choke, 0, 2 H, was assumed to be le.rge in compa.ri son with that 
of the armature, which was therefore neglected. 
The characteristic roots of a second order system can be 
written in general form as: <21 > 
2 2 ) s + 2~wns + wn •••••••••••••• (A3.2 
whence, for an underdamped respon:::.e, such as that shown in 
fig. 6.3 for this machine, 
Maximum ~ overshoot 
Instant of maximwn ove-c:-shoot 
Na.turru frequency w0 
') A. 
= 100 exp(- ~TT/(l - ~ "") 2 ) 
. . ' . 2 1 
= n/~ri('l ·- ~ }2 
= w
11 
( 1 - ~ 2 )"~ • (A3. 3) 
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From fig. 6.3, it may be seen that the maximum overshoot 
obta.ined for this machine was 9 ,25%, and that this occurred 
after 1~08 seconds. 
.I 
Itence, ~ = 0,62 
wn = 3,72 
R 4,6 
'L = 
In an undergraduate thesis, Williams (36 ) found the inertia of 
2 the machine in question to be 0,64 Kg. m • 
Using the values thus far obtained, and remembering that in it:e 
m.k.s. system Kv = KT' v.alues of Kv and KT of 1,31 volts per· 
radian per second and newton metres.per amp respectively are 
obtained, leading to a final block diagram as s}).own in fig 
4.lb. 
Fig. A3.3 shows the bridge transfer function, of output.voltage 
vs. firing angle, . which was mes.sured by setting up the firing 
angle by hand, while running the machine on no load, and : · · ... 
measuring the bridge output D.C. voltage. From this curve it 
may be concluded that over a large part of the control range 
this transfer function may be assumed to be linear, with a 
value of -3,5 volts per degree. It should be noted that the 
firing angle plotted in this graph corresponds to the. shi'fted 
waveform ( se 2 section 2. 2), so th~t the. zel"o origi:t). actually 
cor-responds to 30° displacement of the mains wave. 
I 
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APPENDIX 4. 
DERIVATIOF OF Z-TRANSFORH AND MODIFIED Z-TRANSFORM OF MACHINE 
TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
The tre.nsfer function of the machine and bridge combination 
has been shown to be (equn. 6.3): 
G(s) = 
= 
/ 
/ 
. _ _..,,.,.' 
K~JL 
-Ts 
e 
-s 
1 . l 
(s + a) 2 + b 2 ( 
••• (A4.2) 
where a = R/2L 
1 1 The expref'sion 
·2 2 6 (s + a) + b 
pa.rtial fractions as: 
= l KVKT b JL 
can be expanded into 
1 \ 1. s + a 2 b2 s (s + a)2 + b2 a + 
a J1 
b 2 l •• (A4.3) /lY 2 (s + a) + 
Hence G(s) can be written as a sum of fractions,· each of which 
has a z-transform. 
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Doing so yidds the following expression for G(s): 
G(s) = 
K'K T 
JL 
1 1.. s + a 
s 
+ 
(A4.4) 
Taking the z-transform of ea.ch of the terms of this form of 
G(s) yiads the z-transform G(z), which after simplification 
becomes: 
G(z) l z(l e-aT(cos bT + a/b sin bT)) 2 -aT -2aT z - 2ze + e 
_e_-_a.T_z~( 
2
c ..... o_s_b_T __ a_,_./_b_s_i_n_b_T __ e_"7a_-.T_· -__;) J ....... ( A4 • 5 ) 
-aT -2aT 2ze + e 
where K1 = 
K'K 
... T 
JL 
In a. similar manner, ;trlie·;;~~~~:~-:-t~ of G ( s) may be 
obtained by taking th~odified z=tr~f each term in 
equation A4.4 and simplifying. 
G( z·,m) 
·' 
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= --·=1- zl - e cos bmT - a b e sin bmT K 1 2( -amT · I -amT ) 
a 2 + b2 z3 - 2z2e-aTcos bT + ze-2aT + 
·c -a(m + l)T -aT z_e cos (1 - m)bT - 2e · cos bT + 
D 
e-amTcos bmT - a/b e-a(m + l)Tsin (1 - m)bT·+ 
D 
a/b e-amTsin bmT) + (e-2aT - e-a(m--+ l)Tcos (1 - m)bT 
D 
+ a/b e-a(m D+ 1 )Tsin (1 - m)bT)] 
•••••••••• (A4. 6) 
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APPENDIX 5. 
OPEN LOOP RESPONSE - THE POWER SERIES EXPANSION. 
In order to pTedict the open loop response of the system, the 
transfer function G( z) wa.s multi plied by the z-tra.nsforrn of 
the unit step. function, and the r_es~l ting function expanded as 
. . -1 
a power series in z • 
The z-tra.nsfot'm of the unit step function is given.by 
R(z) = z : l ...•.•.•..•...........•.•• (A5.l) 
The output function of z, as shown in section 5.2, is given by 
C(z) = R(z)G(z) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A5. 2) 
which, if multiplied out, becomes: 
~ ~oz + al C(z) = z _ l 2 ••••..•••• (A5.3) 
z + plz + P2 
where the values of a
0
, a1 , Pi and p2 are as shovm in appendix 
4. 
This can be written as: 
-1 
-2 a 0 z + a.lz 
C(z) = 
-1 -2 + b z-3 ••• 
(A5.4) 
1 + b z + b2z 1 . 3 
By a. series of long divisions, this expression can be ~xpanded 
to a powet' series in z-1 • 
The process is a.s follows: 
C(z) -1 = a z + 0 
........ 
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Equation A5.5 can be written as: 
a ' -1 + 
. -1 z C(z) = a z + 
-1 0 1 + b1z 
•• (A5.6) 
which can in turn be divided. 
Thus the sequence a , a •, a '',etc represents the output 
0 0 ; 0 
at each sampling instant. 
In.order to obtain the open loop predicted response as shown 
in fig. 6.2, the expression C(z) was normalized. 
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APPENDIX 6. 
SIMULATION OF CLOSED LOOP SYSTEr1 FOR INTEGRATOR. 
Figure A6.l shows the closed loop system. 
F"IG.A6.1 BL 0 CK DI A GR AM 0 F CL 0 S E D L 0 0 P SYS TE M. 
The closed loop transfe~ fun6tion is C2B) • 
C(z) = ••••••••••• · •.•• (A6.1) 
Appendix 4 showed the derivation of G(z,m) and G(z) as 
polynomial ratios in z. It should be remembered that the 
denominator of G(z,m) is equal to z times the denominator of 
G(z). 
z For an integrator, D(z) = z _ 1 
The unit step input R(z) = z 
z - 1 
Thus C ( z) ca.n be obtained by a process of multiplication of 
polynomials, ,giving a polynomial ratio in z-l as follows: 
Where: 
C(z) = 
1 + 
a z-1 
1 
•••••• (A6.2) 
a1 = G ( 1 - e -amT (cos bmT + a/b sin bmT) ) . 
8.2 ; G(e-a(m + l)T(cos (1 - m)bT - a/b sin (1 - m)bT) 
amT · aT 
+ e- (cos bmT + a/b sin bmT) - 2e- cos bT) 
and: 
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a 3 = G(e-
2aT - e-a(m + l)T(cos (1 - m)bT -
a/b sin (1 - m)bT)) 
aT · -aT b1 = G(l - e- (cos bT + a:/b sin bT)) - 2(e cos bT + 1) 
b2 = G(e-aT(2a./b sin bT + e-aT) - 1) + e-
2a-T + 
b3 
b4 
a 
b 
G 
Kl 
K2 
4e-aTCOS bT + 1 
= Ge-aT(cos bT - a/b sin bT - e-aT) 
-
2 -aT( -aT e e + cos bT) 
· -2aT 
= e 
=· R/21 
- \ KVKT R2 \ 
1,. 
2 
- JL 412 
... KlK2 
= 
-2 b2 a + 
JCTK' 
= JL 
1 
= K 
3600 
256tr (K is the integrate~ gain factor, 
3600/256tf is the conversion factor) 
The power series expansion was carried out in a manner similar. 
to that shown in appendix 5. · 
Thus the FORTRAN program did the.following: 
(i) T was varied from 0,3 to 1,0 seconds. 
(ii) For each value of T, K was varied from 8 to 
24 in steps of 4. 
(iii) · For each value. of K, m was varied from O' to 1 
in steps of O,l and the power se~ies expansion 
performed, for.each value of m, up to 20. terms. 
Table A6.l shows a typical result. 
. -· - ..... 
•. , 
·1 
TABLE AG.f. 
TYPICAL INTEG.RAL CONTROL SIMULATION PRINTOUT.· 
,\~\: 
T= .so 
. ·-· , . 
.... .. 
K= 8 
:"":: .··:.· .; .... 
.02'+27 .08957 .185'+1 • 302'+'-l .'l3251 .56871 
1.17816 1.26308 'l,332'-l8 1.38725 1.,.. 2856 l,'+5781 
1. '+6'+00 l.'+2030 1.359'+6 1.28695 1.20752 1.12519 
,76667 ,7257'+ I 6 9 8 1 't :C' f 6 8 2 0 7 • • .· -~ 6 7 s 7 2 ,67731. 
.75762 • 79 'f 6'f .839'f2 .88891 • 9'f OS't .99217 
1.20018 1.21772 1.22513 1 • 2 2 '+ 2 '+ ," 1 • 2 1 6 1 6 . _. l • 2 o '+ 2 9 
.. 
1.10753 1.08038 1.05060 1.01971 ,98896 ,95931 
,8502.3 ,8'+528 .8'+726 :· • 8 5 'f 7 1 . .86627 :.:~ • 00o1 3 
... 
.96585 • 98'f02 . 1.00228 1,02003 1.03677 1,05217 
1.10171 1.10077 1.09S'f5 1.08681 1. 07581 >; 1. 06329 
.99876 ,98756 .97727 .96805 ,95998 .95310 
093638 • 939 'f 7 .9'f51 l ,95259 .96130'•·· ,97070 .. -
l.Ol'f97 l.CJ2132 1. 02653 1.03065 1.03377 i.03600 
1,03663 l. 03327 1.02857 i.02295·· 1.01678 1,01038 
• 9 02 't 2 .97918 ,97696 ,97562 .,9 7 5 0 'f .97507 
• 98091 • 98 3 7 'f .98719 ,99102 .99503 • 9990'+ 
1.01530 1.01671 1.01733 1.01732 1.01679 l.01588 
l .008S8 l • U06 '+9 1.00'+18 1.00178 ,99938 ,99706 
• 9 8 H 'f 7 .98806 .98818 ,98872 .98959 ,99068 
.99718 ,9985~ 1.00001 1.001'+0 1.00271 1.00393 
I 
.70532 ,83778 
1. '+76'+9 1.'+861'+ 
l.0'+32't • 96'f2B 
.68517 ,69778 
1.0'+212 1.08909 
1.1882'+ 1.16987 
.93152 .90611 
,89701 ,9l'f22 
1.06600 1,07812 
l,O'f998 1. 036'f6 
.9'+738 • 9'+278 
,9803't .98986 
1. 037'1'1 1.03821 
l,OO'tOO .• 99785" 
.97558 .976'+8 
1,0029'1 1.00660 
1,01'+68 1.01331 
.99'+88 ,99288 
.99192 ,99323 
1,00502 1.00598 
... 
.96261 
1. '+8827 
,89029 
,71375 
1.1321'+ 
1.15025 
• 8 8 3 'f 'f 
,93160 
1.088'+9 
1.02323 
.93923 
,99897 
1,038'+1 
,99208 
.97763 
1,00997 
1,01183 
.99110 
• 99'+55 
1.00681 
"' 
1.07725 
1.'+8'+36 
,82268 
.73187 
1.17067 
1.13029 
,86369 
• 9't855 
1,09711 
1.01066 
,93661 
1.007'+5 
1.03816 
.98681 
,97897 
1.01298 
1,01032 
• 9895'f 
,99585 
1.00750 
• 
\.'. 
J 
.__, 
-.J 
~ I . 
I 
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APPENDIX 7. 
FLOW CHART OF INTEGRAL CONTROI.PROGRAM. 
ENABLE IN TE RR UPT 
SET MAX. DELAY 
NO 
ENABLE ON 
INITIALISE DELAY, 
GAIN AND REF. 
RETN 
NO 
DISABLE INTERRUPT 
READ IN NEW GAIN 
ENABLE INTERRUPT 
NO 
DISABLE INTERRUPT 
READ IN NEW 
REF. SPEED 
ENABLE INTER~UPT 
LOOP WAITING FOR 
INTERRUPT PULSE 
------
IN,ITIA LI ZATION 
ROUTINE 
ROUTINE TO RESET 
PARAMETERS. 
a 
LIMIT 
ROUTINE 
INTERRUPT 
• SIGNAL 
NO 
DECREASE ANGLE 
BY 5 
NO. 
ANGLE::. 0 
NO 
ANGLE• 255 
SET ANGLE 
PUNCH OUT 
SPEED(Q'F"), ANGLE 
. RETN YES 
ENABLE Oi="F 
DISABLE INTERRUPT 
TO AID. 
-176~ 
READ IN SPEED 
CONVERT TO R.P.M. 
DETER MINE ERROR 
ERROR 
CHANGE := GAIN 
YES 
ROUND Off CHAN OE 
NO 
ALTER ANGLE 
BY 50 
SET NEW ANGLE 
PUNCH OUT 
SPEED, ANG-L.E 
I SET SAME ANGLE h 
ALTER. ANGLE 
BY CHANGE 
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APPENDIX 8. 
DERIVATION OF COMPUT 1~;n DROGRAM TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
The input to the comnuter is asswned to be a train of pulses 
at the sampling instants, given by ij' ij-l' ij_2 , etc, and 
the computer then produces a train of output pulses given by 
o. o. 1 ,o. 2 ,etc. J, J:- J-. 
In order to obtain the present output sarnpl~ o., the computer 
. - J 
is able to make use of the nrevious input and output values, 
and the present input value (23, 30). 
Thus: ... oj = a 0 ij. + a1ij-l + a.2ij_2 + ••••••· 
- bloj-1 - b2oj-2 - •••••• 
m m 
= z=· a i. k - 2::: bko ·-k k=O k J- k=l J 
••• (A8.l) 
...•..••.. (A8.2) 
if a finite nwnber, m, of past sam:tiles is used. 
Replacing each sample by an impulse of ~orresponding strength., 
m m 
· 6~ ( t) = L aki"' ( t - kT) - ~ bko"' ( t - kT) 
k=O k=l 
•••• (A8.)) 
Or, in Laplace transform form: 
ID m 
* ( ) ' -kT ~ · ) ' kT ~ 0 s = ~O. ake I (s - ~l bke- 0 (s) 
••••• (A8.4) 
i.e. 
• • • + 
-mTs 
a e . 
·m 
• •• + 
.••• (A8.5) 
' 
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Equation (A8.5) may be written using z-transf orms as: 
-1 -2 -m 
~ a + a.lz + a.2z + . . . + am z 0 = -1 -2 -m z 1 +· b1z. + b2z · + bm z •••• + 
•••• (A8.5) 
Thus the program need merely be made up of a sequence of 
weighted past input and output values, and present input 
values, and may be represented as a rational polynomial in 
-1 z • 
It is of interest to note that the integrator transfer 
function may be derived in this manner. 
For any sample, 
o(t) = o(t - 1) + l/K i(t) ••.•••••••••• (A8.6) 
Taking z-transforms, 
O(z) = O(z)z-l + l/K I(z) •.••••••••.•• (A8.7) 
i.e. 
Q_{fil ._ 
ITZY - l/K 1 -1 
- z 
which was the expression·used. 
. .............•..... (A8.8) 
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APPENDIX 9. 
DERIVA'11ION OF C0I\'1PENSATION PROGHAM WEIGHTING FACTORS. 
A9.l. MINIMAL PROTOTYPE STEP RESPONSE. 
For the mihim8l prototype step response, 
K(z) = z-l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (A9.l) 
and, from gquation 7.2, the computer transfer function D(z) 
is given by: 
K( z) 1 
D(z) = G(z) 1 ..:. K( z) .•....... •· ..... . 
Thus, for this value of K(z), D(z) will be given by: 
z
2 
+ d1 z + d 2 z-1 D ( z ) = ---=----=-
c z + c -1 1 2 1 - z 
•••••••• 
(A9.2) 
(A9.3) 
which, on expansion and simplification, yields a -polynomial 
t . . -l f th f ra 10 ·in z , o e orm 
D(z) = 
with ao = _!_ 
cl 
dl 
al = 
cl 
d2 
a2 = 
cl 
-1 
a 0 + a1 z + 
-1 1 + b1 z 
•••••••••••• (A9.4) 
c2 - cl 
bl 
... 
= ~l 
b2 
c2 
= -
cl 
•••••••• (A9.5) 
In order to make D(z) a four term ratio, for reasons discussed 
in section 7.2, K(z) may be written as: 
K(z) -1 = z 2z-
1 
- 1 
. -1 
2z - 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A9. 6) 
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Substituting (A9. 6) in (A9.2) gives the following: 
a + a1z 
-1 -2 -3 + a 2z + a 3z fl D(z) 0 ••• (A9.7) = 
-1 -2 b z".""3 1 + b1z + b2z . + 3 
A9. 2. MINil\'IAL PROTOTYPE RAEF RESPONSE WITH STAJjENESS FACTOR~ 
. 
Here, from equation 7.3, 
( ) = (2 - c)z-l - z-
2 
·( · ) 
K z -l ·····~··········· A9.9 
1 - CZ 
Substituting this into equation A9.2 will give A9.7, with: 
2 
-
c 
ao = cl 
dl(2 
- c) - 1 c2 - 2c1 
al = bl = cl cl 
d2(2 - c) 
- dl cl - 2c 2 
a.2 = b2· = cl cl 
d2 
b3 
c2 
a.3 = -- = cl cl 
••••• (A9.10) 
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. APPENDIX 10 • 
. SHlliLATION OF CLOSED JJOO-P RESPONSE FOR COMPENSATIOn PROGRAM. 
The derivation is exactly the same as for the integral control 
program, except that in this case, D(z) is given by a three or 
·four term polynomial ratio. ~he calculation of the 
coefficients of these polynomia.ls was show'n in appendix 9. 
Multiplication of the polynomials, in accordance with equation 
A6.l, ultimately yields the following _type of result: 
C(z) = 
••••••• (AlO.l) 
where the constants are functions of the factors in the 
polynomials D(z), G(z,m) and G(z). 
The process of power series expansion, for different values of 
m, gave the output as a function of time. 
The FORTRAN program therefore: 
(i) Calculated the constants of G(z) and G(z,m). 
(ii) Calculated D(z), and Tounded off the coefficients. 
(iii) Calcula.ted C ( z), by a process of di vision and 
addition of polynomials. 
(iv) Calculated c(t) by a. series of power series 
expansions for varying va.lues of m. 
A listinl~ of this program is shown, for the minimal prototype 
step response, using the four term polynomial ratio -0f D(z). 
Table AlO.l shows a typical output result for this program, 
while table Al0.2 shows the same result using the three term 
ratio. The small differences may be attributed to the rounding 
off of the coefficients of D(i). 
5t· 
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.. . . . . . . -· . . I 
0 IM Erv s I 0 N T (8) 'Q l ( 8) 'a 2 ( 8) 'p 1 ( 8) ' R2 ( 8 h A ({8 ) ' A-1 CB } ~A 3 (8_ )t B lf 8. h-,_-~~-,~ ·.;_:::_ 
C 8 2 ( ~ > • 8 1 ( B > • M ''!( ~ ) ' M 1 C 8 ) t N ?. PH , :fl <8 ) , Ni <El> , N 2 (13 > , N 3 { 8 ) . . . 
c, El( R) '[2 ( 8) 'E 3 ( 8) 'f 4 CR) ' E 5 ( 8) 'E 6 ( 8) '01 ( l cl, D 2 ( 1L. } ~D 3 f1 r:}' o4 ( i (;) ; 
c 0::; C 1 ) ) t P l C ! ) J • P 2 f 1 J) '=> 3 Ci. 3) • A 2 C 8) ' F 1 .( 2 ;) ' 1 'J > , F2 <? J, 1 n ) , F3 C 2.J, l 1;) ) , 
CF4C?h1 Cl' F5 C21..'t if), F6(2 Utlf·l, 06 <1Cl. . .. , · · :::c:·-.: :':~:. ,. ·,-, ~=·:'· . --=-o .• •• · 
. ·_ -. :-:·,. : . .. :· :·:... ·-.::.··.··._;:.;::· --- "'·--- ·_: ·- .. REAL LrJltKVrKt~ClJ) 
REAJCPtl~C>RtltJltC 
K V = S<il RT C 2 • 94*J1 > 
K=CC3.5•KV)/(Jl•L>>*C360~./C256.*C22./7~))} .. 
A=~/(2.xU 
B =·) • 5 *SQRT ( ( ( 4 • * (KV** 2. ) ) / ,t Jl *:..) ) - { R * *2. ) I { l * *2. ) ) ... 
DO 2 !=ltfl 
T ( I > = f J • 1 t: I > • :~' ~ 2 --
-·- --····· . 
0 1 ( I) = ( l( I ( ( e * * 2 • ) + ( e * * 2.) ) } * ( 1 •"".""EX p (-(I *.J: (I ) ) * ( c OS CB* TC I ) ) + (A IB} 
. ·, 
C *SI \I (8 * T CI )) > > . . . • .. -- .:.. ·· ·. . . .. . . .. -
- -... - ; '"; .:-:-=-:--:_ 
a 2 c r > = c I( / c o * * 2 • ) .. < s * * 2 • > > J * < EK P c -:A:* r < I n * .t c o s: i a:* r {I> > ~ (A / B >* 
CSINCB*T<I>>-EXPC-A•TCI>>>> 
Q2(!)::-')2(I) 
Rl<I>=-2.*EXPC-A*TCI>>*COSCP*TCI>> 
. ··.·_ .- .. 
R2<I>=EXPC-?.•A•TCI>> .... 
AC<I>=<'.?.+-C)/QlCI> 
A;'.l<I>=i.IQU I> 
A.1 C I > = C? •* R 1 <·I> -1.) I C ~ •* Q l 0 > > 
A 2 ( I)= C2. * '< 2 ( r) - iH (I) )./ ( 2 ~ .. Ql ( l n:· ':. ·. . 
A3CI>=-R2CIJ/C2.*Q1CI>> _ .. 
B 1 < I l = < 2 • * Q 2 < I > - 3 • * Q 1 ( I» -it~(:~~ -*·ail 1·) i·- ... : - ·--··-----. 
62CI>=<Ol<I>-3.*Q2£1))/C2.•Q1CI>> 
B 3 <I>= Q2 CI JI< 2. *~ff I>}:·;:--·"'_:.:,:;.:: __ : : =.:.·-.::::;:::_::::..:: ~-:-.- .. 
M ~.; C I > = A i.C I l * H· l \ · • . 
M1CI>=A1<Il*lnjJ~ 
M2<I>=A2CI>*10~[. 
. .. ··::·-- ·-:~'=:;=·-·:..:..:-:-.·~-~-=- - .::.:.. 
M 3 t I > = A ~ ( I ) * 1 ,'.'! .:J :I ·.-.. -~ ·"" ., ·-0 .:..: ;:·· :· ~ -,_ • · · 
N1CI>=Bl<I>*l0L£. 
N2CI>=B2Cl)*l0J). 
N 3 ( I ) = b ~ ( J } * i ( l ( • . . =-~ -... --c=c-:·.---·.oo"·· 
A ;j ( I > = 11<1 'i C I > / l .'i:;, j •. -' · · · ··· · ·· 
A 1 C I > = "'H C I } / lC: C (' • .,., 
A2<I>=~2Cll/1J~). · 
A3< I> =M3 CI> /H".'.lC •.. 
Bl<I>=Nl(!)/10~1. 
B2C.I>=N2( I>/lOU •...... 
B3CI>=N3(I>IF'ld). 
E 1 C I ) = E: 1 C I > +R 1 C 1} +Al: C I >* Q 1 ( J > - i. 
-· --~-- .. - . 
--- ... 
E 2 C I > = B 1 C I > * R 1 < I > • B 2 ( I > + R 2 C I > +A ·i < I J * Q 2 i I > +I\ 1 ( I > * Q l { I > - B ! < I ) - R 1 < I > 
C-AtCI>•Ol<I> 
E 3 ( I) = B 1 t I> * R 2 <I> + 8 2 < I > * R 1 { I> +'.J 3 .( I > +A 1 ( I > * :12 <I >+A;> { I > * Q 1 < I > 
C-BlCI>*Rl<I>-P2(1)-R2!1)-6L(l)~02<IJ-AlCI)*QlCI) 
£4 ( I) = '32 CI> * R 2 <I) + 8 3 < I) * R 1 C I) +A 2 ( I > * Q 2 < I ) +A 3 CI ) *Qi { I ) -81 ( I ) *K 2 < I > 
C- 3 2 < I > * R 1 < I> - R 3 < I > - Al .( I > * 0 2 < I > - A 2 f I > * Q l < I > 
. E5 C I) = E 3 ( I> * R 2 < I> +.A 3 C I ) * G 2 C I > - E2 (I> * R2 ( I >- B 3 ( I ) * R 1 CJ ) -A 2 CI } * G2 ( I ) 
C-A.3 f I> •Q.J.J..A..L~~~~-·-·-,··· .. ~ ... ---.~-·~·-.. --·-·--..:.- --------------------
.... 
5 
2 
! J J 
11:1 1 
1n 
11;• 1 
1 j ~ 
· ll: 5 
1 J ~ 
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E6CI>=-P3<I>•R2<I>-A3<I>•02<1) 
DO 4 '1=lt1J 
NC~>=~/li;. 
P 1( ¥. J : (KI C < ~ * * 2.) + <B * * 2 • ) > ) * ( 1 • - EXP ( - A *~H M > *l: ( I ) ) * { C 0 S ( g * N ( 111) * 
CTCI))+(~/9l*SINC8*N<M>*TC!)))) - - . 
P2C~):(K/((A*•2.)+(8•*2•>>>*CEXP<-A~TCI>*<N«M>•1.))*COS<B*T<I>• 
CC 1 .-N ( M > ) > - 2 •*EXP< -'1, * T <I> ) *COS C 9 *TC I ) ) +EXP C -A *T CI )i~flH M'} hC OS (8 * T( I 
C ) * ''l ( M ) ) - ( A I B ) * E X. D ( - A * f C I ) * ( ~~ ( M) • 1 • ) ) * S I N { B * T ( .. I ) * { 1. • - N t M ) . ) ) + < A I B ) * 
C EXP ( -A* T C I l * !\' CM > >*SIN C 8 * T C I) * N < M) ) } ·.· : .co:o: __ c- - -
p 3 ( ~ J = < K I C o. * * 2 • > + C6 * * 2 • ) > > * ( E X P ( - 2 • * I\ * T ( I ) > _- E X P { - ~ *· T< I > * OH M J + 1 • 
C} ) * c 0 $ ( p * T ( !} * ( 1 • -N ( M ) ) ) + C.A I B ) * f x p ( - A * T LI ) * ( 1 • + N ( M n ) * s HH B * H Ir 
C•(l.-11J(¥,)))) 
01 ( PA ) =Ai; ( I ) * p 1 ( ~ ) 
02(~):AQCI>•P2(~)+A1CI>*P1(M) 
03(M)=A0(l)*P~(~)+A1(!)*P2C~)•A2(l)•P1(~) 
0 4 ( ¥.) =A. 1 (I) * P 3 ( M ) +II. 2 ( I ) * P 2 { M) +A 3 ( I ) *PU 111) 
05<~>=A2CI>*P3(~)+A3tI>•P2(M) 
06(V):A3CI>•P3(~) 
CONTINUE 
DO 5 M=1t1.J 
F1C1tM):010") 
F2<1tM>=02(M) 
F3<lr'°">=03Clw1> 
FQ(!rM):OQ(ll') 
F5<1tM):05(M) 
F6(ltM>=D6CM) 
DO 5 J=:2r2J __ __ _ 
Fl< J tM>=F2 < J-1 ;M >..:Fl( j...:ltM>*Ei <I> 
F2(Jt~>=F3(J-1r~)-F1(J-1tM)•E2C!) 
F3(JtM):F4CJ-1rM)-F1CJ-lrMl*E3CI> 
F4(JrM>=F5CJ-1rM>-F1<J-1tM>*E4CI> 
F5(JrMl=F6CJ-1rM)~f1(J-1tMl*E5CI> 
F6(J,~>=-~1CJ-1,~>•E6ll> 
COl\JTINUE 
WRITE ( 5 t 1')1) T <I) 
WRITEC5tlG2lA0CiltAllI>rA2CilrA3CI> 
WRITEC5tL!3>B1<I>rB2CI>tB3<I> 
WR IT E ( 5 , l [:. 5 } 0 1 C Hi ) t D 2 <1 i ' > • D 3 C 1 1 > t 0 4 C i C ) , D 5 0. >~' > 
WRITEC5tll6>E1CI>tE2Cl)tE3CI),[qCI>rE5CIJtE6CI> 
WR IT E ( 5' 1 (:4) CC F 1 ( J t M) t M= l t H ) ' J= 1' 2 t ) 
-C01\iTI\IUF 
WR IT E < 5 , 1 H' > 
FOR"'ATC·~F4.2) 
FORMATC'l't' t:•,F4.2t/) 
FOR~ATC5Xt4~9.5r/) 
FORM~T(5Xt3F9.5t//) 
FOR~AT<5Xr1JF8.5) 
FOR~ATC5Xt5F9.5t/) 
FOR~ATC5Xt6F9.5t//) 
. . . ..:::-- ~ . 
·-.. 
11( .FORll.ATC'l'> 
EflJD 
.•' 
... ' 
/ 
...... 
TABLE· A10.1 
PRINTOUT FOR MINIMAL PROTOTYPE STEP RESPONSE, T :_0,5. SEC$, USING. 4 TERM D(z) 
COEFFICIENTS SHOWN· A.RE FOR D(z) AND C(z) ·WITH m:1 
T= .5)··· 
~116;:>J· -.,'.lbOHJ •H2'JT >::;~i.JIJ5;JJ 
-1.C62CD --.156CC ~218~l 
-
.99969 -.07982 -.12275 .Of'."!214 -.c1ea5 
. - ·.--: .. _ -·· . - - ·-
-1.08Q:JA -.034)7 .1.)3.JJ -.;;0662 .. 02133 -.J'.)356 
· .• )22"i2 o-.c~-JA31'2·'·. li72J6 :: ~2Bci-66:'-~~:,~4-J:f37~''--.S2776. .65453 .77746 .893~.; .99969 
1.C84~2 1.14(74 1.17156 1.18136 1.17412 1.15353 1~12298 1.C855G 1.L4374 .999Q2 
• 9 6 2 5 1 . •· 9 3 7 5 5 > ~ .9 2 3 3 2 -;,' • 91 e 11 • 9 2: [2 5 ~~:=f< ~ 9 2 8 l 8 · • 9 LI [; li 5 . • 9 5 5 7 9 • 9 7 3 f'_ 6 • 9 9 1.3 i 
1 • J J 7 1 4_ _1 • jJ 1 B 11 1 • \.I 2 4 8 6 __ 1 • :) ? 8 ) 1 _ 1 • J ? B 21 ___ J • ..1 2 6 "1 4 1 • J 2 2Ci 6 1 • :J 1 6 7 6 1 • ,j L;' 6 0 1 • ~ ) 3 <> 3 
• 9 9 & 1 cf-:o • 9 9 4·~ 6 · • • 99 2 2 ( -_::, i ~ 9 9143 ·~·~~-· ~ 99 17 if:;':-:::• 9 ~ 3 f: 4. 'c' · ~ 9 9 4 CJ 6 · ... • 9 9 7 3 6 1 e li Cl f 4 1 elf. 2 P 8 
i.1.;(524 1.l.C'669 1.Ll736 1.U•738 _1.U.690_1.l,.iC6t2 l.uf4Pr7 1.L,t352 1~1;.,{2f 7 l.t.l-..."i8 
.99932 .99848 ·.99810 --~997~2''::•~99]89':' ~99816"':'/~9·9as6 ~•.999D8 .9.9965 1.;;Dv26 
1. J :J ') 7 ~ 1. :) Jll 2 1 • j .) l 3 1 1 • J J 1 3 6 . 1 • J ) 1 3 l . 1 • ~)) 11 8 J .• J ;J ;J 9 9 __ l • >) .J :J 7 5 1 • ,j} :;; 4 9 1 • J :i ·- 2 2 
.999Q9 .999f,J .99973 ~99Cf69 .. ·.: .• 9997U .. 999973~- ~9998fr.::o ~.99989'"' e999Cf9 leL'.(:((:9 
1. ) 0 J 1 8 1 • J ,:: ·:1 2 4 1 • u J J 2 6 1 • ~ J .J 2 7 1 • J ) .; 2 5 1 • u J J ~ 2 1 • J a :J 1 9 1 • .:.i ;J :i 1 4 1 • J J iJ O 9 1 • J fJj:L. 4 
• 9 99 9Q • 999 '.:/ 6 • 9 99 91f ~ 99 99 4 • 99 99 4 -' ;. 9 99 9 s · ~ 99996~~.o:-~ 9 9998~1;~o;JiJ~o-= 1. 0 .. 102 · 
1.CC(CL! 1.Lct(5 1.Ll'Lt5 l.Ulf.5 l.U:U5 1·L:U .. P5 l.U~•C(41.(J(q .. t3_1.0ltr2 1.L.fU:l 
1. LU r".C • 999c:,9 • 99999 .99999 .99999 .99999 .99999· f.c6tco i ~0r'crc 1.i:.u:r t.: 
! •. )J;n1 1. ·.n n 1 1. •),; J ~! 1 i •. J)))l 1.;JJ3Jl 1 •. ;.·u11 .1.jJ 1:r::1 1 • w o ::·n 1 1 • ;J J ;J ;"i 0 1 •.J!J.;_j,lJ 
1 • .) J :) '-J(J 1 • ()'.) .J } J 1. ,) i FEI 1 • ,').") J :l:) l • J) J 3) l .iJ)(F~;) 1.J'1.:JJ() 1. ;),) J QJ 1 .;J '.L.JirJ · l .o:)rJrJJ 
1. Cl (/ 0 1. l L l. t L l. l U:.; t 1 •LC L ((, 1 • t.{< ( 0 1 • L: ( LC L l.tCCCC 1.L(~t:CCJ l .u.:tc-c 1.(.(U L 
1. :FJJ)) l,..J.IJ)J 1 •. .JJJ )\) 1 •• J)J'.)) 1. J J .J )~ l. ,;·u:i L.i i .v.)Ui)J 1 .;)iJ:JVJ 1 .QJJo":) 1 .;:,;·h~r}j 
1. 'j ;J J ·:·) 1. J :Y• L) 1. J .!J ')) l •. ) ) J ) :) 1 • ~' :.• J J ) l e..JJJ)iJ l .J'LJJ:.) 1.J).J.'.J(J 1.: .. -n.J·'~ 1 • J) 1: .. {i._1 j 
1. U U 0 1. (h IC 1. dTi·C 1 .,,.UL f (; 1 .(-r''lf:(. 1 .1..,h .. t ( i. U L ( (i 1 .t.;t'tU.i 1 .r.fl_, t' 0 1 •L (;l._f, l: 
1. Ll. 1J: c 1. u ( l (: 1. u. Li ( 1.L(Lf_L 1.t.(U(: 1.1.ILC( l • i.. r l ' ( Li l • i_ ( i. l c l • L: ( ( r (i. 1 • l r I.. ( " 
• 
.. 
I 
1--1 
co 
..r:::. 
I 
._, 
TABLE A10. 2. 
.• 
PRINTOUT FOR MINIMAL PR_OTOTYPE ·STEP RESPONSE, T .:0,5 SECS, ·USING 3 TERM D(z) 
':.· . 
. , .. T:: • 5U 
.llbC'C -.nc21:r .flllt.U .G ( U ( -
-.5620G -.43700 • iJu<h10 
-···· ·-· -----
• Q9969 • 42002 • iJ 8 7 2 b ..... iJ4'i 4 6- .DiJOuP . 
-~58f'08 -.3~411 -. 1.J5855 -~"tl4t:Ft1~~:,,o:,.ot";34b ·' - •L>('f;f·C 
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APPErnnx. 11. 
FLOW CHART OF DIGITAIJ COPPENSATION PROGRArvl; 
' ENABLE INTERRUPT 
SET MAX DELAY 
READ IN 
SAMPLING RATE 
SELECT AND STORE 
WEIGHTING- FACTORS 
NO 
ENABLE ON 
IN I T I A LI SE A N G LE 
INITIALISE 
PAST ANGLES 
I N I T I A LI ~E R E F. 
SET PAST 
ERROR~ :. 0 
NO 
DISABLE INTERRUPT 
READ IN 
NEW REF 
ENABLE INTERRUPT 
LOOP WAl"TIN G FOR 
INTERRUPT PULSE 
·: .. : 
INITIALIZATION 
ROUTINE 
INTERRUPT 
SIGNAL 
NO 
DECREASE ANGLE 
SY 5 
NO 
ANGLE: 0 
NO 
ANGLE = 255 
SET NEW ANG 
PUNCH OUT Off 
INDICATION, ANGLE 
RETN YES 
ENABLE OFF 
DISABLE INTERRUPT 
AID 
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REAO IN SPE 
CONVERT TO R.fi'M. 
DETERMINE ERROR 
CALCULATION 
ROUTINE 
ROUND OFF" 
NEW ANGLE 
STORE PAST ERROR 
AND ANGLE VALUES 
LIMIT 
ROUTIN 
SET NEW ANGLE 
PUNCH OUT 
SPEED, ANGLE 
NEW ANGLE ~ 
PREVIOUS ANGLE 
